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Chapter 491 - Great Formation Scheme 

Spiritual essence surged within the valley. Pure white splendor shone brilliantly, as if there was a sun 

resting in this place! It was incomparably bright and dazzling. In addition, waves of fragrance from 

medicinal herbs wafted through the air. 

Valley of the divine! 

This was another name that the Immortal Mountain had for it, because it was the land left behind by the 

deity that used to reside here. The natural laws were perfect here, and the great dao was consummate. 

You have to understand that the natural laws in the lower realm were incomplete, and heaven and 

earth down here was not perfect. This was a huge problem, yet in the Immortal Mountain, there was 

actually a place like this. Just this fact alone was enough to call it a valley of the divine. 

There was blood on Shi Hao’s battle clothes, but he still walked extremely steadily. He walked towards 

the inside of the valley while carrying Qin Zhan. At this moment, he was powerful and decisive, and a 

wave of battle intent surged from his body. 

Even though Qin Zhan’s injuries were severe and his body was in tatters, he was still smiling. His face 

was covered in blood, and his appearance was a bit terrifying. “Extremely powerful, many times 

stronger than that single-armed grandfather of yours!” 

Shi Hao shot over a glance. One hand carried Qin Zhan, and the other one released a slap, releasing a 

horrifying and clear pa sound. Symbols flickered with that attack. 

With a peng sound, Qin Zhan once again flew outwards. When this tremendous force landed on his 

body, he flew outwards like a star streaking across the sky before colliding into the valley’s walls. 

Even the mountain rumbled with noise. A large bloody figure was left behind. It was a ghastly sight. Qin 

Zhan slid down from there and landed at the base of the mountain. 

He really was extremely powerful. For a normal person, forget about surviving, just their flesh alone 

would have exploded into muddled paste. How powerful was Shi Hao’s strength? It was enough to 

collapse a mountain peak! 

Qin Zhan was known as a lunatic. He had been strong since childhood, pursuing the divine dao crazily. 

He cultivated many of the Immortal Mountain’s great divine abilities. 

His magical force was boundless, and it had long baptised his strength repeatedly, making it even more 

firm than the vajra guardian deity. 

“I am actually still coughing out blood even though my body is in tatters. It truly is a miracle…” Even at 

this stage, he was still mocking himself. 

He already cultivated the Immortal Magical Body tens of years ago, one of the clan’s greatest methods. 

Forget about its other uses, just the effect it had on the body was enough for one to do as they wished 

in the Supreme Expert Realm. 



Shi Hao’s expression was cold and indifferent. With a single step, he crossed over a large area, reaching 

in front of him in an instant. With a pa sound, his leg swept out. It was as if a flood dragon was 

brandishing its tail, distorting the space around it and creating a huge noise. 

This kick landed on Qin Chao’s chest like a spear, striking him until he once again smashed into the cliff. 

Shi Hao’s leg stretched out straight and pressed down on his chest. 

“Keep going… Let’s see if you can pulverize me to pieces. This is the entrance of the valley where I kicked 

that single-armed old man until he spat out blood and was seriously injured…” Qin Zhan’s loud laughter 

was a bit strange. His entire body was covered in blood, making him look rather sinister. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything and directly smashed his fist outwards. It brought about a tremendous area 

of energy as it struck his chin. With a ka cha sound, the ear-splitting sound of bones splitting could be 

heard. Several teeth flew out. 

This strike was enough to send other individuals at this level into bloody paste and cause their bodies to 

explode. However, Qin Zhan was still alive, and he was still smiling in a cold and deep manner. 

In the back, Qin Hao’s body was still covered in the silver divine clothes. His black hair fluttered about, 

and his eyes were bright and full of expression. He raised the silver spear again and pointed it at the 

middle of Shi Hao’s back, releasing battle intent. n-.O𝒱𝗲𝐿𝔟In 

Shi Hao’s face was cold and detached. He didn’t turn around. After feeling the powerful killing intent’s 

tip, he locked onto his target. Symbols swirled all around him and jumped about like a blaze. 

The two elders shook their heads, and one of them pulled Qin Hao back, telling him not to move and 

suppress the brilliant silver spear in his hands. 

The other individual said softly, “Qin Zhan has gone mad from cultivation. You don’t need to interfere.” 

“En?” Qin Hao was astonished and revealed a bewildered expression. 

“This is the Immortal Mountain. Do you think we’ll watch him die? Qin Zhan has entered the darkness, 

and for the sake of heading on the path of the strongest, he wants to reach another step in his 

craziness.” An elder explained. 

“Little Stone, you are quite powerful, but you made a miscalculation. You didn’t properly play your role 

as a young emperor, and you came to my Qin Clan instead. You are just seeking to humiliate yourself. 

What type of place do you think this is? Even the divine king would feel some restraining fear. Even if an 

archaic divine bird came, they would still have to keep themselves in check!” 

Qin Zhan spat out a few teeth and continued to remain unyielding. He said with a cold smile, “If you 

want to get revenge for your grandfather, then just come and attack me. Otherwise, you’ll be beaten 

until you cough out blood by others anyway and follow in your grandfather’s footsteps. You all are 

insignificant here!” 

Shi Hao’s grandfather was his bottom line. Everything his grandfather did for him was for his sake, and 

the reason he lost his arm was also for his sake. Shi Hao would not tolerate another person humiliating 

the Great Demonic God Grandpa Fifteen. 



He didn’t say a word and released another slap. This was a huge slap to the face, causing Qin Zhan’s 

cheek bones to split apart and it almost caused his skull to shatter. His injuries were extremely severe. 

Without a doubt, the immortal magic body was displaying how heaven defying it was. Even after 

enduring this attack, he still didn’t die. 

Of course, this also had to do with Shi Hao holding back a bit. He didn’t want Qin Zhan to die 

immediately. He wanted to find out exactly where his grandfather was, so he left him alive. 

“Keep going! Go full force at my body. Can you slap me into rotten flesh? Brat, let me see your true 

strength. Don’t be so gentle!” Qin Zhan cracked a grin and said while smiling. 

At this moment, his entire body shone, and all types of mysterious symbols appeared. These were 

formations that had been carved into his flesh. They formed a mysterious divine passageway and 

circulated with magical force. 

“Are you asking for brutality?” Shi Hao asked. He once again lifted him up. A fist slammed outwards, 

blasting him outwards. 

Ka cha! 

Qin Zhan’s breastbone split into seven or eight pieces, and blood flowed outwards. However, his body 

began to shine even more brilliantly. 

The Immortal Magical Body could crush everything. This was the embodiment of the flesh being 

condensed and refined to its limit. It was known as the Immortal Magical Body, and even after death, it 

still wouldn’t be broken. 

This magical body could match the Western Sect’s Vajra Unbreakable Body. The flesh was pushed to its 

limit, becoming undying and forever existing! 

When Qin Zhan oppressed the world with his power, it was this precious body that made him invincible. 

It was unknown just how many powerful opponents had been defeated. He rarely had opponents in the 

supreme expert realm. 

This was also why he was still alive after suffering Shi Hao’s attacks again and again. He didn’t die from 

having his body torn and bones crushed. 

“Don’t stop. When I fought against your grandfather, my actions were much more vicious than yours. I 

made him cough out blood again and again!” Qin Zhan shouted madly. His face was distorted. 

Right now, his breastbone wasn’t destroyed, and instead shone. A divine might appeared from his bone 

marrow, which turned into a sphere of light that surrounded his body. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao sent a fist flying outwards. It blasted through the screen of light, causing the bones in his body 

to tremble once again. Quite a few of them exploded, becoming fragments. It looked like it would be 

hard for them to reform. 



This type of fist strength could be considered unrivalled in this realm, because no one else could oppress 

the Immortal Magical Body so easily. There was no way such sturdy bones would split apart under any 

normal attack. 

“Hey, I’m still not dead. If you have guts, then try again. Otherwise, there’s no reason for my Qin Clan’s 

deity to even come out. When he sees you, he won’t be happy!” Qin Zhan seemed to have entered a 

demonic state. His pupils were sinister, and his head of gray hair was covered in blood. He was crazy to a 

terrifying level. 

“As you wish!” 

Shi Hao’s words were ice cold. His fist shone, displaying the Kun Peng technique. This time, he didn’t use 

all of its force, and instead just smashed it downwards, yet it made Qin Zhan’s body release pi pa 

sounds. His joints all exploded. 

However, it was due to this that Qin Zhan appeared more and more sinister. After all of the bones in his 

body exploded, a barrier of light formed from rainbow light emerged, surrounding him. 

Finally, it formed a divine liquid, surrounding him within. It continuously flowed with undying profound 

mysteries, and all types of symbols emerged within the rainbow holy light. The aura was powerful to the 

point where it made others tremble. 

“Immature brat, keep going!” Qin Zhan roared. 

“He is using external force to shatter his body’s restrictions, and using it to break through the 

bottleneck?” In the distance, Qin Hao revealed an interested expression. 

“That’s not all. If he succeeds, he will pass onto you several great divine abilities.” Next to him, an elder 

spoke. His eyes were burning furiously, and there was actually a type of anticipation within them. 

Shi Hao felt that the other party was using his torment, and right now, the situation seemed a bit 

bizarre. When he struck out, the viscous liquid was extremely strange, as if it could absorb everything. 

Qin Zhan’s bones all shattered. His spirit and marrow shone, bringing back renewed life. Magical force 

surged outwards, surrounding him within. This was a transformation that was similar to nirvana. 

“Let’s end this. I’ve allowed you to see hope, but you can’t reach that final step, let alone stealing my 

precious technique.” Shi Hao coldly and emotionlessly transmitted sound. 

At this moment, a refined Kun Peng moved about in his palm. It entered the holy liquid, piercing through 

Qin Zhan’s barrier of light to forcefully break through the great cocoon. 

The liquid frantically surged to carve all of Shi Hao’s symbols and obtain the Kun Peng’s mysteries. This 

was a terrifying secret art that could bring about a great transformation between life and death! 

However, Shi Hao wasn’t an ordinary person. Not only did he long realize what was happening, he also 

had the ability to break through it. He wouldn’t allow the other party to obtain a chance to pry into his 

precious techniques. 

“This is bad. He didn’t obtain the precious technique. Qin Zhan was defeated.” At Qin Hao’s side, the 

two elders’ expressions changed. They rushed forward. 



There was a sect guarding ancient technique in the Qin Clan that was known to allow one’s essence to 

undergo nirvana. It was an unparalleled secret magic. It was clear that Qin Zhan had success in its 

cultivation and was accumulating the whole time, waiting for the chance to take that step forward. 

Meanwhile, today, there was a tremendous opportunity before his eyes. He wanted to steal Shi Hao’s 

great techniques, especially the Kun Peng precious technique. As such, he displayed such maliciousness 

and madness. 

This type of rebirth technique was powerful and mysterious. When it was carried out, not only did it 

cleanse oneself, it could even engrave all types of natural law and dao from the outside world. 

Shi Hao’s attacks would be engraved within the divine liquid and ultimately belong to Qin Zhan. 

Unfortunately, even though his scheme was planned out well, Qin Zhan still couldn’t fulfill his wishes. 

Shi Hao’s left hand formed the Kun Peng technique, displaying it to its limit. A stalk of grass appeared in 

his right hand, and the sword intent was even more domineering. It completely ignited this place. 

“You…” 

Qin Zhan was greatly alarmed and a bit scared. 

It was because he found that were many waves of power running through his body. It had long 

accumulated in his flesh, and at this moment, they all exploded. Then, rumbling sounds rang out 

continuously. 

His body was shattering, and his flesh was disintegrating. The tens to over a hundred formations 

engraved in his body all became dim and quickly extinguished. 

“No!” This was his dao path, the embodiment of his life’s accomplishments. Yet right now, it was all 

wiped out by another. 

The corners of Shi Hao’s mouth released a sneer. Even though he didn’t know before that the other 

party was trying to seize his precious techniques, he knew that there was definitely a goal to this 

person’s madness. Then, when he discovered that Qin Zhan wanted to use his strength to undergo 

rebirth, he purposely left behind many hidden forces without blowing them up. 

“As you so wished.” Shi Hao said softly. 

In Qin Zhan’s ears, this voice was full of ridicule, and even more so a type of callousness. His ruined body 

was ice cold and full of unwillingness, as well as a tremendous fear. 

It truly was as the little Stone said. The other party let him see hope, but didn’t let him cross the final 

step. He even more so couldn’t obtain the other party’s precious techniques. 

Qin Zhan was greatly regretful. This time, he risked too much. If he had used this method elsewhere to 

break through, then it would have been fine. However, he just had to choose to steal Shi Hao’s precious 

technique, causing the situation to be so miserable. 

“Yi…” Shi Hao was startled. When he triggered the hidden force and his hands entered the holy liquid, 

he actually touched upon a resplendent expanse of symbols. 



What were these? He quickly collected them, collecting all of the precious liquid. This was magical force 

that poured out from the other party’s bone marrows. It was holy and perfect, and there was a piece of 

a secret technique. 

Soon after, he was moved. This was a sheet of an ancient technique called Five Phase Nirvana 

Technique. It was actually the Qin Clan’s sect suppressing great magic, one of the most powerful 

inheritances of the Immortal Mountain. 

Normal people would never touch upon this type of divine ability. Only because Qin Zhan was too 

extraordinary was he able to cultivate it. Even though he had fallen a bit into darkness, his strength was 

extraordinary. It was hard for him to find many opponents at the same level. 

Shi Hao was incredibly moved. He had seen the Kun Peng technique, learned the Suan Ni technique, and 

even cultivated the sword intent of the stalk of grass, so his experience was naturally extraordinary. He 

naturally understood that this secret text was formidable. 

“It should have been left behind by the Immortal Mountain’s heavenly deity!” 

This rebirth technique could solve his biggest problem. This world was damaged, and the great dao was 

incomplete. In the future, he would definitely encounter problems, and as such, he needed an 

extraordinary baptism. 

This method perfectly suited him. After selecting a suitable chance, he could transcend and become 

even more powerful. He would be reborn again! 

In the distance, the two elders had long taken action, but they couldn’t keep up with Shi Hao’s speed. He 

carried Qin Zhan as he moved, rushing into the valley and continuously collected the symbols to obtain 

the complete text. 

“Apart from rebirth, this method also has other great uses. It is greatly beneficial towards cultivation!” 

Shi Hao was astonished. The more he obtained, he happier he became. 

In the valley, everything was peaceful. Nine-colored deers pranced about, and rainbow peacocks flew 

about. This was a true divine earth. A silver waterfall fell down from the mountain peak, scattering down 

from the skies. 

Meanwhile, there were even more beautiful sceneries within the depths of the pure land. It was so 

magnificent that it was like the divine realm. The aura of deities filled the air. 

The valley was separated into several large regions. Inside one of them, the scenery was extremely 

familiar. Shi Hao’s mind trembled. It was similar to the courtyard in the Martial Imperial Manor he lived 

in before. 

Suddenly, he saw a pair of familiar figures in that region. 

At this moment, Shi Hao’s mind was all over the place. A wave of heat flowed into his mind, and his eyes 

became misty. His voice trembled and carried great emotion as he muttered, “Father, mother!” 

Chapter 492 - Must Meet the Deity 



Shi Hao rushed forward while carrying Qin Zhan into that region. His face revealed his greatly stirred up 

emotions, but there was also a perplexed expression. Those two figures had appeared in his dreams 

before, but he had always been left with regret in reality. 

A father or a mother, for others, were the closest family members. They were often at one’s side, 

protecting them and helping them grow. For him, however, it was a type of desire. From childhood until 

now, he had never seen them. 

The little Stone was stunning, rising up within the savage wastelands, relying on himself to walk out 

from the great mountains and forming an illustrious reputation. He could look down on his peers. Even 

though he didn’t have the support of his parents, he still similarly showed disdain for those of his 

generation. 

However, he still longed for them, his heart always feeling bitterness. Today, he was finally going to 

meet them and mend the piece of his heart that was missing. He wished to experience that type of 

familial love. 

All types of light rose from the ground. Symbols flickered, releasing a divine aura. Shi Hao was 

astonished. This was a heaven connecting formation that locked down the valley. 

“Father!” Shi Hao shouted. 

“Mother!” He continuously shouted. 

These were sincere cries from his heart. Even though they had been separated for so many years, his 

heart had never rejected them, nor did they feel unfamiliar. It was still like before. Those figures had left 

too great of an impression on his memory. 

The voice echoed greatly throughout the valley, as if heavenly thunder was rumbling. However, those 

two figures still did not show any response. 

“It is the power of the formation. It separates everything in there. You can see inside, but they can’t see 

what’s outside.” In his hair, the divine striking stone spoke. 

“Can you break the formation?” Shi Hao asked. He had long become agitated inside, and he truly wished 

to barge in as soon as he could to appear in front of those two. 

“This is a divine formation. The difficulty is too great! I need time. You have to understand that breaking 

through this formation requires more than just technique. One also needs corresponding strength,” said 

the divine striking stone. 

Behind him, the two supreme experts closed in and decisively took action. It was because Qin Zhang was 

in Shi Hao’s hands and could die at any time. 

In addition, they could tell that the little Stone was seizing the rebirth secret technique from the 

flickering symbols of the holy liquid and was about to obtain everything. This was definitely not 

something that could be passed outwards. 

You have to understand that even they only obtained a small ruined piece of this technique. This type of 

sect guarding secret art was something only a select few could cultivate. It was a secret that could not 

be leaked outside the sect. 



A Zhujian that was powerful and sinister was formed. It pounced forward. It was formed from symbols 

and right now, it was rushing at Shi Hao. 

Meanwhile, the other individual’s entire body burned. He quickly produced more than a hundred 

formations. They were like majestic stars as they appeared at his side, dazzling and brilliant. 

At the same time, Qin Hao also attacked. The dao techniques flowed naturally with his every movement, 

and the silver spear in his hands released wu wu sounds. It turned into a resplendent streak of silver 

light as it flew over. 

Chi! 

Scarlet feathers flew about. A vermilion bird soared above the nine heavens. Scarlet flames surged 

around Shi Hao as the Archaic Vermilion Bird’s Four-Fold Barrage was displayed! 

Even though his heart was emotionally stirred after seeing his parents, he could still properly control his 

emotions. After all, he knew how dangerous it was inside the valley. He wouldn’t act carelessly with a 

great opponent in front of him. 

Burning hot flames surged, and it was as if this place was flooded with scarlet magma. It blasted into the 

heavens together with the vermilion bird’s cries. 

The two elders were shocked as they clashed with this attack. However, both of them were blocked, and 

it was difficult to get past. 

Meanwhile, a qiang sounded. A golden divine sword appeared in Shi Hao’s hands. It slashed outwards, 

sending out zheng zheng cries. 

The silver spear in Qin Hao’s hands was greatly shaken, and the speartip was chopped down on. Sparks 

flew in all directions, and kengqiang sounds continuously rang out. 

The two elders were greatly alarmed. They both took action, grabbing this silver lance together and 

activating it with their strength. It was as if a silver true dragon raised its head and roared into the nine 

heavens. 

Shi Hao remained fearless. The golden magical sword sliced out again, and blazing golden light seemed 

to sever the void as an eternal streak of divine radiance slashed out to suppress heaven and earth . 

The silver spear faced it head on, and both sides collided. 

Hong! 

Endless divine might erupted. It was as if a vast body of water broke through a dam. It was enough to 

sweep through endless mountains and destroy mountain ranges. This was an undying divine might! 

Shi Hao stood unmoving in his original position, the corners of his clothes fluttering about and his hair 

dancing in the air. On the other side, the three individuals all took steps backwards in shock. The power 

of that golden magical sword was glorious and terrifying. 

“Doesn’t matter. His magical sword is Stone Clan’s country guarding divine weapon. It is not because his 

strength is unrivalled under the heavens.” An elder explained to the youth beside him. 



“Your age is still small and your blood and qi have not flourished yet. Your dao path still needs time to 

develop experience. There will be a day sooner or later when you will become unrivalled under the 

heavens.” Another elder spoke. 

However, their old faces were deeply red. Qin Hao was no match, but there was a reason for that. He 

was still too young. However, the two of them were already quite old, yet they were forced back. There 

was no excuse for this, and they were truly ashamed. 

At this moment, sheets of light rose one after another. It was dazzling and alarming. Great energy 

poured out majestically, and it was as if a great sun was rising. This place was filled with the aura of a 

deity. 

“The great one has awoken!” An elder cheered. He was full of reverence and excitement. 

The valley of the divine naturally had a deity residing in it. This wasn’t any secret. This was the place 

where the Immortal Mountain’s ancestor cultivated in isolation. It was one of the family’s secret places. 

A sigh sounded. It was clearly soft, yet it was like a powerful stream current that blasted into the high 

heavens. It left everyone greatly shaken. 

“This is the clan’s divine land. It is a place of peace and happiness, so how can blades and war be here? 

Shameful.” This voice was soft, but it carried a type of attractiveness. It was not one of anger, but it 

made the souls of those present tremble. 

Was this a deity? Shi Hao’s mind was rising and falling chaotically. This was the first time he faced one 

like this. 

However, he wasn’t particularly afraid. He came for his parents and had to meet them. 

In addition, he didn’t stop his movements here. He still carried Qin Zhan, his left hand carrying out the 

final extraction from the holy liquid to seize the remaining symbols. 

This was an ancient rebirth technique, one of the Immortal Mountain’s restricted extreme arts. Forget 

about the lower realm, even in the higher realms, it would be a priceless text. How many people could 

come into contact with such a thing? 

The full secret art was only passed onto a limited few with the greatest potential! 

Shi Hao was lucky to come across it, so he naturally wouldn’t let it pass him. Even if a deity was nearby, 

he would still continue to seize its origin imprint. 

Finally, a clear sound rang through the air, and all of the symbols appeared, engraving themselves in the 

void. This was the gate of enlightenment Shi Hao extracted. It formed a passage of great dao. 

He obtained the entire thing. 

It was because when Qin Zhan underwent rebirth and used this technique, it was concentrated within 

the holy liquid without missing a single bit. After being suppressed by Shi Hao, he was able to completely 

extract it without missing a single part. 

Qiang qiang qiang... 



Sonorous sounds continuously rang out. The secret art wasn’t that long. It engraved itself in the void, 

forming a heaven and earth text. Each character blossomed with multicolored light, as if they were dao 

symbols formed from metal. 

It was truly visible, just like a sheet of golden paper as it displayed itself there. It was holy and perfect, 

flowing with a supreme great dao’s profound meaning. 

Shi Hao sighed in admiration. It was not simple after all! 

Even the eyes of those two supreme experts shone passionately, wanting to pry into its roots. They 

grasped too little, only a small fragmented part. They were just too inferior. 

Unfortunately, when the precious text formed, it only flickered once before turning into a starry stream 

and entering Shi Hao’s body. It appeared in his mind one character after another, releasing the rumbling 

of the great dao. 

Shi Hao’s eyes flickered. This sheet of precious text was engraved within his mind and was difficult to 

erase. 

“If you like this technique, I can pass it onto you. If you are willing, I can even guide you in some other 

sect guarding precious techniques.” Within the depths of the valley, golden mists swirled about. It was 

as brilliant as the multicolored clouds of sunrise; this was the aura of a deity. 

Shi Hao became vigilant. As for Qin Zhan whose rebirth failed, only his head was still intact. The bones in 

every other part of his body were shattered and badly damaged. They could not reform. 

Shi Hao opened his ten heavenly passages and directly tossed him into one of them just like Qin Fa, 

keeping them as captives. 

“I wish to see my father and mother. Please open the formation and let me in.” Shi Hao said. 

“That’s naturally not an issue. You’ve already come, so is there any need to worry about not seeing 

them?” The voice was drawn out and distant. It carried the feeling of great changes, leaving Shi Hao with 

a deep impression that was hard to forget. 

When these words stopped, a golden streak of light appeared. It extended from the valley outwards in 

the air. It appeared incomparably holy, and the sound of the great dao accompanied it. n𝓞𝒱𝗲)𝑳𝒷)1n 

Shi Hao was shaken. However,he jumped onto it without any hesitation and headed towards the depths 

of the valley. 

The two supreme experts were jealous as they watched Shi Hao ascend the golden road. Not even they 

had experienced such a thing. This path was allegedly formed from the force of a deity. It contained the 

great dao’s true profoundness, and walking on it would allow one to easily comprehend the dao. 

As soon as Shi Hao stood on the path, everything else became invisible. There was only an eternal 

golden light that stretched into the ends of the horizon. He calmly proceeded without any fear. 

Finally, the radiance withdrew, and the golden passageway reached its end. He walked onto the ground. 

The valley was quiet and peaceful. Holy radiance hazily moved about. Spiritual springs surged, and all 

types of precious medicines grew everywhere. 



In front of him, there was an ancient tree. It actually possessed the aura of the great dao. The entire tree 

flowed with multicolored light, but its leaves were sparse. They were sparkling and translucent as they 

decorated the tree that was like a young horned dragon. 

Petals fluttered down. They flickered with brilliance as they scattered downwards. 

There was a person underneath the tree. He wore golden battle clothes, and he was sitting there with 

his eyes closed. The individual stood aloof, detached from worldliness. There was an extraordinary 

feeling of beauty that was being emanated. 

He was tranquil and peaceful. The flower petals that scattered down were like specks of light as they 

rained down, falling in all directions. It made him appear even more otherworldly. 

“Please sit.” The calm words were extremely direct. He still didn’t open his eyes. 

Shi Hao sat down not far away. This place was covered in shade. All types of spiritual medicines took 

root not too far away. They flowed with multicolored luster and scattered waves of fragrance that 

refreshed the mind. 

The individual below the tree only looked to be about twenty years or so in age. He looked extremely 

young, and his voice carried a type of magnetism. There was a special aura to him. Even though he was 

male, he was beautiful to an unapproachable level. 

Was this individual a deity? He truly was extraordinary. Shi Hao calmly watched. It was different from 

what he had imagined. His outer appearance was so young. 

“Are you willing take me as your master?” The voice was extremely soft, and it continued to contain the 

alluring nature. He wore golden battle clothes, and as he stood under the ancient tree, he was 

incomparably beautiful. His eyes were closed. 

At the other side of the valley, within the pure land that was separated by the formation there was a 

building with a completely unique style. It was like a corner of the Martial Imperial Manor, and it looked 

a lot like the place where Shi Hao grew up. 

A male sat within the bamboo forest, dao aura swirling about his body. His eyes were closed, as if he had 

transcended above the material world. He was quiet and motionless. 

Suddenly, he opened his eyes, and he stood up, saying, “Hao er… What is happening to me? Why do I 

feel like… he came?!” 

A beautiful woman raised her head and said, “Hao’er would come into the valley from time to time. Isn’t 

it normal for him to come?” 

“No, it’s Hao’er from Stone Country, he… truly came. He is extremely close to us!” The male’s eyes 

released two streaks of divine lightning, and his body lightly trembled. 

“Hao’er…” The female’s voice also trembled, and there was a deep feeling that made her beautiful eyes 

widen. With a trembling voice, she said, “He is… in the valley, and he is really, really close!” 

Chapter 493 - Deity 



The ancient tree was tall and wide, and the branches were like old dragons. The translucent leaves were 

few in number, sparsely adorning the tree. The great dao’s aura swirled around this place. 

This was an ancient tree that had lived for who knew how many years. Successive generations of deities 

all sat under this tree, bringing it more enlightenment and insight into the great dao. 

Deities either passed away over time, or they entered the higher realms. The only thing that was 

unchanged was this old tree. It continued to take root here. 

“I wish to see my father and mother.” Shi Hao said. Even though he was experiencing great emotions, he 

didn’t shout loudly. He didn’t take action either and only spoke calmly. 

In this place, he truly experienced a type of great dao that was like the heavens and the sensation of 

emptiness. He felt extremely close to the dao here, as if he could touch it just by reaching out his hand. 

While sitting underneath the tree, his restlessness disappeared, and his anger dissolved. His mood 

gradually became peaceful. He was greatly affected by the ancient tree and the deity below it. 

The deity sat with his legs crossed underneath the tree. He seemed aloof and detached from 

worldliness. However, that type of beauty and otherworldliness didn’t seem to belong to the mortal 

world. He was distant and unapproachable like a true immortal. 

Shi Hao had never seen someone like this before. Just by sitting there, he could affect heaven and earth, 

turning this place into a divine land. 

The flower petals were sparkling and translucent as they scattered down. This individual possessed an 

aura as if he truly transcended beyond everyone. He didn’t display an immeasurable divine might, nor 

did he use fear to suppress Shi Hao. What was there was only reality, a ‘true self’ that was displayed. 

“A behavior that is only natural. You can go visit them.” He said with his eyes still closed. The golden 

battle clothes were brilliant and gentle, not intimidating at all. His entire being looked like it was outside 

the world of mortals. 

Shi Hao was astonished. The other party agreed just like that. He thought that there would be many 

troubles and had expected Immortal Mountain’s people to continuously obstruct him, preventing him 

from meeting with his parents. 

“Please open up the formation then.” Shi Hao spoke. 

“I do not agree!” Right at this time, a tremendous sound transmitted over. It was like an enormous 

golden bell as it rumbled in a long and drawn out manner, shaking the entire valley. 

Even the body of someone as powerful as Shi Hao began to tremble. This was definitely not a supreme 

expert. His magical force poured out like a tide in a violent manner. The manner seemed disdainful 

towards all else, aloof and lofty.. 

Shi Hao didn’t see anyone, but he knew that this was a powerful peak level figure that did not have any 

kind intentions towards him! 

“Qin Wu, you are still so domineering.” The deity under the tree lightly sighed. 



Five peaks rested side by side within the Immortal Mountain, towering like five fingers on the great 

earth. There was one peak that had an enormous bronze palace. It was incomparably grand and covered 

in green copper rust. 

The one that voiced in opposition previously came precisely from this place. An individual in the bronze 

palace hall opened his eyes and stood up from the praying mat. His body flowed with a silver radiance 

that throbbed like an unfading sacred flame. 

“Qin Yifan, I admit that you are a heaven warping genius, one of the best in the history of my Immortal 

Mountain. However, you have already entered the higher realms, and you have already separated 

yourself from my clan. Why do you still meddle in the affairs of the clan in the lower realm? 

He pushed aside the rust-mottled palace gates and stood on top of the peak to overlook the divine 

valley. His eyes continuously flickered, and within his eyes, tens of thousands of creatures were living 

and dying, and starry streams flowed about. It was terrifying to the extreme. 

Valley of the divine was right below Immortal Mountain’s Five Phase Peak. Hazy multicolored light 

fluttered about, and ancient medicines grew stalk after stalk. There were a few special beasts that were 

especially auspicious and peaceful. 

However, under the gaze of this individual, everything seemed to look bleak. This place was filled with a 

harsh and desolate feeling. 

Within the valley, Shi Hao was greatly shocked. That tremendous voice resounded through his mind, 

leaving him horrified. Was what he said true? 

He couldn’t help but look towards that ancient tree. The one that was sitting there was like a buddha 

that smiled while holding a flower. He was exceptional and otherworldly as he sat under the translucent 

flower petals, untainted by the breath of mortals. 

The deity below the tree had long entered the higher realms, so why could he still appear here? 

“I am undergoing a mental journey and happened to stumble upon this matter. I wish to send him into 

the higher realms and take him on as my disciple.” The deity under the tree spoke softly. The golden 

battle clothes on his body released a brilliant light. 

“Rumor has it that your situation isn’t good, and you might die. Is this your own will, or is it the higher 

realms projection?” In front of the great bronze palace hall, Qin Wu stood tall while speaking 

indifferently. 

“You didn’t die. With the descent of the great calamity, you borrow the dao to come here. You also wish 

to search for an opportunity?!” Qin Wu continued. 

Shi Hao trembled. The things he experienced today was truly a bit strange. The deity he encountered 

first wasn’t his true body? He even came from the higher realms. 

“It seems like it is rather troublesome. I can’t bring you away.” The figure under the tree opened his 

eyes. Flower petals fluttered down, and each flake produced a reflection of him. 

This was a mysterious and magnificent scene. All of the petals reflected the distant and powerful deity 

clad in golden battle clothes. Golden splendor flowed about. 



The space here trembled, and it was accompanied with the rumbling of the great dao! 

He finally took action. A golden diagram appeared, sweeping towards Shi Hao to bring him away 

together with it from this valley. 

“No matter what, you cannot bring him away! Let me see whether you are a will left behind by him in 

the lower realm or if you are a projection from the higher realms.” On top of Immortal Mountain and in 

front of the bronze palace hall, Qin Wu took a step outwards, releasing a booming sound. Heaven and 

earth immediately lost color, and thunderous sounds shook the skies. 

In front of the bronze hall, there was an altar that was quite special. It was also formed from bronze, and 

there were a few shining traces of blood on it. It was left behind by a sacrifice that had been offered not 

too long ago. 

At this moment, Qin Wu took action. He moved over a bronze cover that directly sealed this altar! 

With a hong sound, heaven and earth seemed to have been isolated, the connection between the two 

severed. 

Shi Hao had already pulled out his magical sword to resist that golden diagram, yet after the Immortal 

Mountain’s altar was sealed, Qin Yifan and that precious diagram directly faded. 

“It was a projection from the higher realms as expected!” Qin Wu said. 

He closed the bronze formation, cutting off the higher realms. It immediately cut off Qin Yifan’s figure, 

making his image greatly dim and hard to take action. 

“Since you left the clan, why did you reappear?” Qin Wu shouted. Shi Hao couldn’t help but sigh in 

admiration. The deity below the tree was aloof and otherworldly and actually had this amount of skill, 

able to borrow the clan’s altar at any time. This also meant that he was truly stunning. Even when 

separated by a realm, he could still cast a projection here. 

Weng 

Suddenly, the sky trembled. The golden diagram that had grown dim reappeared and suddenly rushed 

over, wrapping around Shi Hao to bring him out of this place with it. 

Chi 

Shi Hao also took action. He was naturally unwilling to be forcefully brought away by someone. He had 

his own choice, and he wanted to stay behind to see his parents. 

The country guarding sword was incomparably sharp, and the golden sword surged with multicolored 

light. It was as if sliced through space itself. It collided with the golden diagram to prevent it from 

sweeping through him. 

However, this diagram drawing was extremely strange, as if it was a world of nothingness. The magical 

sword sliced inside, but it didn’t touch anything, as it it has struck empty air. 

Hong! 



Shi Hao decisively brought out the emperor imprint. Imperial draconic energy filled this place, and the 

heavens trembled. The entire valley distorted, as if it was going to collapse, the power that was 

produced exceeded all expectations. 

The imperial draconic energy was quite special. It formed a protective curtain of light that prevented 

harm from coming onto Shi Hao. 

“The fruit of the world, it truly contains a fantastic force. What a pity it is that my projection is becoming 

dim.” The deity under the tree sighed. He was one of the strongest geniuses of the Immortal Mountain 

in all of its history. 

At this moment, he stood up and walked towards Shi Hao. 

“Qin Yifan, you dare disturb my Immortal Mountain? Audacious!” On the mountain peak, Qin Wu 

shouted loudly. He pointed outwards, and a silver light crashed down like a waterfall. 

However, the with a gentle slash from the outstanding figure, the silver light was defeated in midair, 

unable to serve any use. 

“Qin Wu, even though I am just a projected image, moreover an extremely faint one, I am still not 

someone who someone like you who hasn’t taken that step can defy.” Qin Yifan said. 

The golden battle clothes flickered, and the faint void image condensed a bit. He walked towards Shi 

Hao and said, “I hope you can take me on as your master. I will bring you to the higher realms.” 

“Not willing!” Shi Hao replied. 

“The Immortal Mountain is not a place anyone can blaspheme against. Even if you were once a Qin 

disciple, as well as the strongest genius, if you go against us, we will still suppress and kill you!” Qin Wu 

shouted loudly. 

His entire being shone, and with a weng long sound, he withdrew into the bronze palace. It was 

unknown what type of formation was activated, but it immediately made this ancient land seem 

different. A terrifying wave of aura was released. 

Qin Yifan trembled. Even if he was a heaven warping talent, right now, he was still a bit shaken. 

Chi 

The grand Immortal Mountain shone. One of the mountain peaks scattered down an expanse of 

radiance that flew into the divine valley. It caused Qin Yifan to quickly retreat. All of the golden light 

around him flourished, and his battle clothes burned furiously. 

“You did not take that step, but you’ve actually acquired Five Phase Mountain’s approval. No wonder no 

one more powerful was left behind to protect this place.” Qin Yifan looked like he was facing a great 

opponent. 

“After the calamity passed, I managed to escape with luck.” Qin Wu said. 



Then, he chanted an incantation. He knelt down within the palace hall and piously offered his sacrifice. 

The Immortal Mountain shone, and one of the peaks became shining and translucent. With an explosive 

sound, even more brilliant light descended. 

Qin Yifan’s eyes became deep. In the end, with a wave of his golden sleeves, he collected the golden 

diagram and didn’t bring away Shi Hao. Instead, it wrapped around himself. Even though it was just a 

projected body, he still wasn’t willing to have it fall here. 

Chi 

Golden light flickered and flowers scattered down. He entered the void and disappeared. 

Qin Wu didn’t dare to act carelessly and continued to offer sacrifices. One of Five Phase Mountain’s 

peaks shone with light that covered everything. Many formations were activated as well, and only after 

ensuring that Qin Yifan left did they gradually die down. 

Silver radiance flickered. Qin Wu descended into the valley, and after looking at Shi Hao, he nodded and 

said, “As expected, your foundational bone is not ordinary and extremely rare.” 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything and calmly looked at him. 

“Are you willing to stay behind in my Qin Clan?” Qin Wu asked. 

“Not willing.” Shi Hao still gave this response. He definitely wouldn’t go against his own wishes. 

“After entering the mountains, do you still think you have the option of choice? Even if you didn’t come, 

I would have personally gone to convert you.” Qin Wu said indifferently. n𝔒𝑣𝖊)𝐥𝒃(In 

“The so-called act of the Immortal Mountain passing out a decree to invite me over was just to detain 

me?” Shi Hao asked. 

“The one that wrote the decree is no longer present. If it was me, why would I have gone through all 

that trouble?” Qin Wu’s face was filled with chilly intent. “Killing my Immortal Mountain’s disciples was 

said and done, but you even killed two supreme experts. You’ve crossed the bottom line!” 

“I want to meet my father and mother!” Shi Hao said. No matter what, he still truly, truly wished to see 

them. 

“You can, and if you play your part, I won’t kill you, and I would even give you opportunities.” Qin Wu 

waved his hand, opening the formations in part of the valley, sending Shi Hao in. 

This was a special pure land where the vegetation was rich. There were five reservoirs here, and the 

liquid inside was sparkling and translucent as it flowed about. 

“What is this place? Where are my parents?” Shi Hao asked. 

“You will cultivate here first. These are the Nirvana Pools. If you are stunning enough, then you can 

transform here.” Qin Wu said. 

There were five ponds here, and all of them were different. An ancient monument stood in front of each 

of them, and different realms were carved on top: Blood Transformation, Heavenly Passage, Spiritual 



Transformation, Engravement, Formation Arrangement. They correspondingly represented five precious 

ponds. 

This was the real core location of the Immortal Mountain. It could bring about nirvana and rebirth! 

Chapter 494 - Heroic Spirit 

There were five Nirvana Ponds, each representing a cultivation realm, and it just so happened to be the 

cultivation realms that Shi Hao cultivated before. Right now, they appeared before his eyes. Was this to 

have him undergo rebirth? 

However, he didn’t feel like the other party had such kind intentions, because just how he didn’t have 

any favorable impressions of the Immortal Mountain, and the other party didn’t have any towards him 

either. 

“Ancestor Qin Wu… what is your esteemed self planning?” The two elders stood by Qin Hao in the 

distance. They looked incredibly bewildered. 

“Hao’er, go and fight against him to sharpen yourself. Having this type of young supreme being and not 

making use of him would be too much of a waste.” Qin Wu spoke. Then, he looked at the youth in the 

distance. 

Qin Hao nodded and rose up in one bound. Qin Wu pointed a finger out, directly sending him into the 

formation. 

“Great ancestor, Hao’er is still young.” One of the supreme experts hurriedly spoke. He didn’t say the 

other part of what he was going to say, because Qin Hao definitely wasn’t the little Stone’s opponent at 

his age. 

“You all don’t understand the mysteriousness of the Nirvana Pond. Whichever realm is engraved on the 

stone stele, that is what cultivation realm one would be in once they enter. Of course, there are other 

formations there to offer assistance, for example, some ancient battlefield.” Qin Wu spoke calmly in an 

indifferent tone. 

“Great ancestor, by trapping him here, are you going to have him strengthen Hao’er?” The other 

supreme expert was astonished. After some hesitation, he spoke again. “However, if something 

unexpected happens with the little Stone, it won’t be easy to explain things! Great ancestor Qin Si said 

before entering the higher realms that he has half of our clan’s blood and cannot be forced.” 

“I did not force him. It’s just your typical exchange of pointers. In addition, he still grew up outside and 

carries great dissatisfaction against our clan. Ignoring him and allowing him to grow up like this is quite 

dangerous!” Qin Wu said. 

The two supreme experts’ expressions changed. The little Stone always took action decisively, and he 

had killed two supreme experts from Immortal Mountain one after another. It was clear just how 

dissatisfied he was towards the Qin Clan’s wish to enter Stone Country Imperial Palace. 

In addition, he was a natural born supreme being. If he had died prematurely, then that was that, but if 

he was able to rise up in the great wastelands, then he would definitely be formidable. His future 

accomplishments would be unimaginable! 



“Everything I’ve done is for Immortal Mountain’s sake. As for the supreme being nirvana plan, if there is 

a need to use him, then we’ll offer him to the higher realms and let them deal with him. If there isn’t a 

need to use him, then he must stay within our clan’s control and can not be ignored!” Qin Wu’s words 

were ice cold, and he spoke them extremely cruelly. 

“Great ancestor, how do you intend… to take care of him?” A supreme expert took one step further and 

asked. 

“Who can say what will happen in the future? There is no hurry to discuss those matters now. No matter 

what the later generation thinks of me, there is one point they cannot deny, and that is that everything 

I’ve done is for the sake of the Qin family.” Qin Wu’s words became colder and deeper, and these words 

were also hinting at something. 

The two supreme experts’ hearts jumped. They knew that this old ancestor definitely wasn’t someone 

well-disposed. Once he made a decision, he would definitely act ruthlessly and viciously. 

“He has the Kun Peng technique on him? Then this precious technique will fall into my Qin Clan’s 

hands!” Qin Wu spoke resolutely and decisively. 

“If you forcefully try to acquire it, with the little Stone’s unyielding nature, he would most likely choose 

self-destruction instead of offering it up.” A supreme expert reminded. 

“Even though Qin Zhan is a bit erratic, his way of thinking is good, knowing to collect that precious 

technique. With my divine ability, there are too many chances to steal it.” Qin Wu sneered. 

“Hao’er entered inside. Yi, what is that? All types of spiritual bodies appeared. This is the heroic spirit 

battlefield?” En elder cried out strangely. 

Qin Wu nodded and said, “I arranged the heroic spirit and specially brought it from another area, so it is 

enough to draw the little Stone’s soul out from his body. Then, the Nirvana Pond can start to imitate and 

carve out his technique.” 

“Hao’er won’t be affected, will he?” A supreme expert appeared to be worried. 

“He won’t. They will be fighting from different places!” Qin Wu replied. 

Within the formation, Shi Hao’s mind became frightened. He felt waves of cold air descend, as if a door 

into the underworld was opened and endless demons were about to rush out murderously. 

“What is going on?” He shivered inwardly. 

Inside of this space, the vegetation all disappeared. There was yin energy everywhere in this spacious 

and unbordered area. An ancient battlefield was produced, and soul bodies appeared one after another. 

One of them wore a crown on his head. This was a powerful individual that had not disappeared after 

death. He surged with war intent. 

In this space, only the Five Phase Pool surged with yang energy and released heat. This was the only 

place suitable for a cultivator to stand. 



“Immortal Mountain, I am warning you all. Do not anger me any more, or else you will have to take 

responsibility for what happens afterwards!” Shi Hao’s voice shouted loudly, ringing through this place. 

For the sake of finding his parents, he humbled himself and even departed on this long journey, 

exposing himself to danger. After entering Immortal Mountain, he had to back down again and again, all 

for the sake of meeting his parents. 

However, in the end, the other party acted absolutely unrestrained and continued to act in such a 

manner. A heroic spirit battlefield was placed here to force him to fight. 

“A sword can only be sharpened through grinding. Any powerful expert must first gain experience in 

battles, and only then can they truly undergo rebirth.” Qin Wu’s voice sounded. 

His intent was clear and easy to see. He wanted Shi Hao to fight fiercely against the heroic spirits, and 

only like this could the five Nirvana Ponds be fully exploited. n-)𝔬()𝑣/.𝗲/)𝑳.)𝔅-/I)-n 

Chi 

A soul body that was spotlessly white in color appeared. This was an entity formed from soul force. It 

suddenly appeared behind Shi Hao’s back and moved the silver bone blade in its hands, hacking it 

downwards. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao turned around, using a single hand to form an imprint and face this attack. After shattering the 

bone blade, his palm released the flames of the Vermilion Bird, turning it into ashes. 

Ao wu... 

A shriek that made one’s scalp go numb tore through the air, as if it was the howl of an evil spirit. It was 

eerie and desperate. The entire ancient battlefield suddenly went into action, and all of the heroic spirits 

went mad. 

At this moment, soul bodies appeared everywhere, on the ground, in the sky, or even above the dark 

clouds. Then, they quickly gathered together, forming a crazy gale that brought with it heaven 

overflowing yin energy. It rushed over in a berserk manner. 

Shi Hao trembled. So many heroic spirits appearing in seemingly limitless numbers, and every one of 

them seemed extremely strong. It was going to be really difficult to slaughter them all. This was a great 

danger. 

“Kill!” 

He had no choice and could only take action. The Vermilion Bird’s Four-Fold Barrage blasted outwards 

and covered heaven and earth. A group of soul bodies were immediately covered, producing several 

dozen human-shaped torches. 

Weng! 

The space in this place lightly trembled. Shi Hao quickly dodged out of a way. A rusted spear pierced 

through the air and quickly arrived. It released heaven overflowing divine might. 



“So powerful!” Shi Hao’s eyes flickered. The spear flew past and nailed itself into the ground, causing 

this place to shatter. A seemingly bottomless hole was produced. 

In the sky, a silver soul emerged. Its entire body shone in a dazzling and resplendent manner. It was 

precisely him that took action. He was made from silver and stood out from the masses. 

“There’s a powerful individual here.” Shi Hao said softly. 

Then, his expression immediately changed. More than twenty souls similar to the silver soul body 

appeared, and they were all like resplendent silver suns. They were clearly heroic spirits, yet they 

possessed a burning feeling. 

A sharp ear-splitting sound rang through the air. The ten or so silver soul bodies went crazy, as if 

hundreds of thousands of malicious spirits were howling. This type of sound was too terrifying. Heaven 

and earth trembled, and the great earth began to crack apart. Yin mist surged about. 

This was simply like the end of the world. Everything was going to be destroyed. 

At the same time, the ten thousand yin spirits roared together in response, forming a ‘domain’. It 

seemed to be a special area of space formed from soul power. 

That place was covered in silvery whiteness and was terrifying to the extreme. 

The area between Shi Hao’s brows felt extreme pain. He felt as if his soul was going to leave his body, 

sucked by that mysterious force into the special silver domain. 

“What is this?” Shi Hao angrily widened his eyes. He had never encountered a battle like this before. 

In the end, blood trickled out from the space between his brows. His powerful soul formed a fist-sized 

small figure that radiated blazing yang energy and left his body. 

“Something’s not right!” When he was being sucked in by that wave of force, he noticed that the five 

Nirvana Ponds were stirring about and a strange dao aura was surfacing. It was going to carve down 

everything in this world. 

“Return to me!” Shi Hao shouted. His soul erupted with endless golden light that hacked out 

everywhere. Over a thousand heroic spirits were killed on the spot. 

This was the most powerful attack of Shi Hao’s soul, one that represented all of his greatest profound 

mysterious. At this moment, he didn’t use any precious techniques and only used a type of sensation. 

He activated the True Primordial Record and displayed its extremely ordinary yet miraculous style to 

circulate the power of his soul! 

It was like a streak of immortal lightning. The skies trembled and released endless radiance. The heroic 

spirits immediately exploded after being swept through! 

At this moment, Shi Hao returned. His fist-sized soul was like a heavenly sun. As it moved about, undying 

radiance scattered outwards, entering between his brows and returning to his body. 

He had a feeling that if he didn’t quickly return just now, all of his body’s secrets would have been 

stolen, and his soul would most likely have been peered into. 



“What an astonishing soul! It surpasses common sense. Not even the special domain formed by the 

silver soul and tens of thousands of heroic spirits could constrain him! This little Stone is too astonishing. 

Even if he was released into the higher realms, he would most likely still be able to rise to power.” One 

of the supreme experts was shocked. 

Qin Wu’s expression was cold. He was also greatly shaken. How powerful was that silver soul body? The 

domain it created with the heroic spirits actually couldn’t suck out Shi Hao’s soul. This was not normal at 

all. 

Shi Hao released a long roar. A golden magical sword appeared in his hands, Stone Country’s country 

guarding divine weapon. At this moment, rays of light flourished in all directions as the sword hacked 

out, tearing through that domain. 

With a hong sound, the silver domain was smashed apart, and large groups of soul bodies exploded. 

Even the most powerful silver soul bodies were scattered like ashes inside this terrifying domain. 

There was a wave of fury within Shi Hao’s mind. After entering the Immortal Mountain, he encountered 

difficulties again and again. If it wasn’t for his parents being here and that he didn’t know the entire 

situation, he would’ve stopped enduring a long time ago. 

Right now, the only way to vent his fury was to hack through these heroic spirits. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a light golden soul body appeared in the air. In its hands was a golden magical staff. With a 

forceful wave, countless soul flames surrounded by endless symbols filled this place. 

Divine artifact! 

In addition, that heroic spirit was extremely powerful. With the divine artifact magical staff in hand, it 

was powerful enough to be a threat to the little Stone. 

“Roar…” Shi Hao released a great roar and threw himself forward without fear. Following his sound, 

blood essence surged out from within his flesh shell like a true dragon and oppressed this area. 

Hong! 

At this moment, countless heroic spirits exploded nearby. Then, they burned ferociously, having their 

soul bodies completely annihilated by this roar of death. Countless other soul bodies exploded from 

from the terrifying blood essence’s pressure. 

The light golden soul body was stopped. It held the magical staff in defense. 

“This is… the little Stone’s flesh! What powerful blood essence, and at such an age! He is definitely 

without equal in the lower realm!” 

“I don’t know if Hao’er’s body will have such an enormous quantity of blood essence when he turns 

fifteen. This is just too horrifying, shaking the old and dazzling the new! With this kind of blood essence, 

it is enough to kill several thousand heroic spirits. His yang energy is too abundant!” 



The two supreme experts were shocked. The more they learned about the little Stone’s potential, the 

more their scalps felt numb. 

Qin Wu was also silent. Someone as powerful as him could overlook everything in the lower realms, yet 

when he saw Shi Hao’s surging blood essence, he was also greatly shaken. At the very least, even 

someone like him who exceeded the realm of mortals could not compare when he was younger. 

“Activate the demon summoning formation. Confine the war intent and have Hao’er participate in it to 

sharpen himself!” Qin Wu said. 

His two arms moved, opening another ancient formation. He drew Shi Hao’s war intent towards a 

different place. 

Qin Hao appeared, his silver clothes brilliant and dazzling. The divine spear was held in his hands, and it 

pointed at the space between Shi Hao’s brows from the distance. Then, he activated his most oppressive 

strike. 

Shi Hao felt as if his war intent had been sucked away. It didn’t enter the formation in front of him and 

was instead fighting against another person. 

The light between his brows shone brilliantly. His spiritual senses were unleashed to their fullest 

strength, and the divine perception emerged. He now clearly understood that he was fighting against his 

own younger brother. 

Hong! 

An indescribable force appeared that tied these two youths together. Shi Hao noticed that his own war 

intent and magical force was being converted, forming another self to fight greatly against Qin Hao. 

“Younger brother, do you want to fight against me that badly?” Shi Hao’s face was emotionless, and his 

gaze was cold and detached. 

Then, he raised his head towards the sky and released a roar. While looking at the heavens, he said, 

“Immortal Mountain, Qin Wu, you all have forced me! Be careful not to let these mountains and rivers 

collapse and rest eternally as ruins!” 

Unknowingly why, when he heard Shi Hao’s roar, Qin Wu and two other supreme experts all trembled. 

His voice just now had actually disturbed their mental state. 

Within another formation, Shi Ziling’s head of black hair was flying about, and his eyes released divine 

radiance. He said, “I can feel it. Both our children are here.” 

He determined the direction, and then he obtained a dark dagger from his wife’s hands. The magical 

artifact suddenly hacked out with terrifying power. Symbols covered it densely, and it actually sliced 

apart space. 

Within the heroic spirit battlefield, there was a small crack that was cut open. The husband and wife 

could vaguely see that two youths were currently fighting a great battle! 

“That’s…”The two individuals both trembled inwardly. 



“ROAR…” Shi Hao roared fiercely, his head of hair dancing about chaotically. “Immortal Mountain, you 

bully and insult others too far! Today, I will let you all understand that my grandfather, the Great 

Demonic God, cannot be humiliated, my parents cannot be bullied, and I cannot be suppressed! I will 

overturn your Immortal Mountain!” 

Chapter 495 - Petty and Insignificant 

This sound moved heaven and earth! 

Shi Hao’s roar erupted like thunder. It was accompanied with roiling blood energy, causing groups of 

heroic spirits nearby to explode and setting large amounts of soul bodies aflame. 

It was a magnificent sight. His head of black hair danced like black flames. His eyes released multicolored 

light. With a raise of his hand, great energy would surge out, as if the energy alone could tear this place 

apart. 

The two supreme experts’ hearts trembled, and an indescribable chilliness appeared in their minds. 

They had never seen this type of terrifying aura from a youth before. It actually made them feel such a 

great fear. 

“Stop him!” The two individuals couldn’t help but take action to suppress that energy. Otherwise, it 

would be too dangerous. 

This was an absolutely absurd type of feeling. As supreme experts who overlooked the mortal world, 

how could they feel this type of feeling? They felt such restraining fear against a youth! They were 

feeling scared; this was a bit inconceivable. 

With a hong sound, they cooperatively activated a magical artifact. It dropped from the sky and 

suppressed that area. 

Shi Hao raised his head and released a gaze that was like lightning. Meanwhile, the sword in his hand 

had already turned into a divine rainbow that pierced towards the sky. The golden magical sword was 

incomparably brilliant, and at this moment, it became the only thing between heaven and earth. 

Peng! 

That was a precious imprint. It turned into an enormous black mountain and slammed downwards. In 

the end, before it made it halfway to the ground, it shattered with a loud explosion. It was hacked apart 

by Shi Hao and turned into broken pieces. 

“This…” The two supreme experts’ hearts trembled. This wasn’t just a magical artifact; it also had their 

own magical force. Several hundred years of accumulated cultivation was used as pressure, yet it was 

pierced apart. 

The two individuals’ faces paled. The little Stone’s grandeur was still climbing, as if it hadn’t reached its 

peak yet. He stepped into another great world. 

Qin Wu frowned. Right now, he felt rather uncomfortable, feeling as if something bad was about to 

happen. That youth actually made his mind tremble. 



What type of identity does he have? How could he have ended up like this? It didn’t seem to follow 

common sense. You have to understand that even supreme experts would have to crawl before his feet. 

Dang! 

Inside the formation, sounds could be heard from Qin Hao’s direction. His silver spear was blasted high 

into the air, and the space between his thumb and forefinger split apart. Blood continuously flowed out, 

and he was forced to continuously take steps backwards. 

“Not good!” A supreme expert trembled inwardly. 

Everything was caused solely from Shi Hao’s eruption of rage. All of his magic force and battle intent 

merged to form a fighting entity that almost hacked through Qin Hao. 

The little Stone seemed to enter a demonic state. His black hair flew about chaotically, and his eyes 

were like lightning. The energy around his entire body erupted, making him who knew just how many 

times more powerful than before. 

Right now, his left hand was holding the sword, while his right hand was holding the country protecting 

divine halberd. Even though he was just a youth, a powerful wave of energy was being released from 

him. It slammed down like an imposing mountain that could not be surpassed. 

A wave of strange power could be heard. It was as if it was a heart beating, but it was extremely loud 

and terrifying. It actually harmonized with the throbbing pulse of the world. 

“The true one with the dao!” Qin Wu’s eyes concentrated on this scene and revealed a shocked 

expression. 

That type of grandeur wasn’t something a Formation Arrangement Realm youth should have at all, nor 

was it something a supreme expert could long for. Only a divine existence like himself could obtain it. 

How did the little Stone do this? His essence energy was engraved within the void, and he grasped the 

pulse of heaven and earth. The strange force he possessed right now could temporarily move this part 

of the world. 

“His spirit is perfect, and his flesh at the pinnacle. When he erupts into fury, this type of indescribable 

divine power is produced?” Qin Wu said to himself. A hint of jealousy began to creep up within him. 

This was quite ridiculous. He had lived for so many endless years, so how could he be jealous of a youth? 

However, he truly felt this type of emotion. This was a child only fifteen years of age, yet he touched 

upon this level of divine dao realm. Even though he would drop back down afterwards, it would still 

provide exceptionally great benefits towards cultivation. 

Heaven warping genius! He could only describe Shi Hao with these words. Qin Wu’s face was ice cold. 

For geniuses like him, the more powerful they became, the more he thought of them as a future 

disaster. 

“What a laughable mortal! Even if you have boldness and exceptional talent, so what? In front of a deity, 

you are as petty and insignificant as a speck of dust.” Qin Wu spoke. 



He reached out his hand and pointed out a finger. A silver streak of radiance was released, and once it 

pierced through the formation, it turned into vast and boundless lightning, submerging the skies above 

Shi Hao. 

“Great ancestor, please be lenient, or else we won’t have any way of explaining to the higher realms!” 

The two supreme experts urgently reminded. It wasn’t that they were pitying Shi Hao, but instead 

feared the higher realms’ punishment. 

“I know what is appropriate. This is the weakest lightning. It will leave him with his life, but after 

offending a deity, suffering can’t be avoided,” Qin Wu said. 

“Break open!” 

Shi Hao roared loudly. The golden magic sword in his hands shone, and it also blossomed with lightning. 

At the same time, streaks of electricity curled up around his entire body, producing a Suan Ni that 

merged with the divine sword. 

Hong! 

This place erupted with chaos. The radiance of lightning filled this world. This magical sword was 

extremely strange. It turned into a golden Suan Ni and devoured the lightning, absorbing the silver 

radiance that descended into its body. 

“Stone Country’s sect protecting precious technique, the Suan Ni technique, as well as a sword to match 

it. It was actually refined from the precious bone of a Suan Ni!” Qin Wu was astonished. 

The two supreme experts were even more so overwhelmed with shock. Shi Hao was unharmed. Even 

though he was submerged under lightning, he actually blocked this type of power and didn’t have his 

bones broken and tendons snapped. They didn’t see the bloody scene they expected to see. 

His pupils became even more brilliant, and the golden magical sword turned into a Suan Ni. It roared, 

releasing auspicious multicolored light from its mouth. Even more powerful thunderous rumbling was 

released. 

“You dare blaspheme a god?!” Qin Wu erupted with great rage. 

His attack wasn’t successful, causing his face to turn ice-cold. This petty and insignificant speck of dust 

actually dared to take action against him like this! For someone at his level, this was a type of 

humiliation. 

“Dog fart deity! Nothing more than some fake deity!” Shi Hao said coldly. He returned vulgar words 

straight back at the arrogant and aloof self-proclaimed deity that overlooked all living beings. 

These words suddenly made Qin Wu show great displeasure. His gaze was ice-cold as he looked down 

on the formation. His entire body’s aura was like an ocean as it surged. 

The two great supreme experts were shaken. Their bodies were spasming uncontrollably, as if they 

would fall weak onto the ground at any moment. Their faces were pale, and they continuously backed 

up. 

Peng 



Not far away, in an empty space, brilliant light continuously appeared. There were several cuts made 

over there, indicating that someone wanted to break through the void and enter. 

This made Qin Wu’s expression become even more overcast. He stared at another formation. 

Over there, Shi Ziling and his wife were taking action, trying to do something about the formation that 

trapped them. They sliced through the void several times, but they were always pushed back. It was 

difficult for them to cross over to this side. 

Shi Hao felt something inside. His current grandeur had touched upon the divine dao, so his spiritual 

senses exceeded one’s imaginations. He shouted, “Father, mother, I came to see you two!” 

Within the other formation, Shi Ziling and his wife were greatly stirred up, and their expressions were 

complicated. At that moment, they could vaguely hear something calling out to them, as if it came from 

a dream. 

Their hearts were trembling. Their young child that had lost his supreme being bone and was left in 

Stone Village while he was still a small infant. He was incomparably weak and could have died at any 

time. 

Right now, not only did he survive, he was also this powerful. He dared to point his sword at a deity! This 

type of absolute power divine heroicness left the husband and wife deeply shaken and stuttering in 

shock. 

This heaven warping divinely talented child had come to search for them, struggling his way through the 

Immortal Mountain to do so! 

The dagger in their hands was carved from a void beast’s precious bone. It could cut open the void and 

allow them to travel through nothingness. 

However, this place was too special. Many divine formations trapped them here. They sliced open cracks 

several times, but the void would immediately close. They could see a hazy scene of a youth within a 

valley, but they couldn’t step out. 

“Just a mortal, yet you dare make a deity your enemy! Your conclusion will be pitiful. I will let you see 

the divine might of a deity. A single drop of blood is enough to drown you, enough to eliminate your 

cultivation and divine abilities.” Qin Wu shook his head. 

Then, he raised his hand. Bright auspicious colors swirled about, and a drop of blood descended from his 

fingertips. The bright redness of the liquid carried a resplendent silver light. Even though it was just a 

drop, it was like an ocean, containing endless life force and unmatched divine might. 

When this drop of blood descended and entered the formation, it formed a great silver wave. It rumbled 

as it descended, directly submerging Shi Hao underneath. 

This was absolutely horrifying! This was precisely the method of a deity. A single drop of blood was 

going to suppress the current Shi Hao, refining his body and dissolving his essence energy. 

“Mortal my ass!” Shi Hao’s voice carried a type of indifference, treating this deity with contempt as he 

berated with a loud voice. 



The two country guarding divine artifacts in his hands struck the skies. He didn’t surrender in the 

slightest, and at this moment, he also circulated the True Primordial Record and transferred all of his 

essence energy into his chest. 

Hong! 

The supreme being bone was revived. A berserk aura blasted outwards, connecting heaven and earth. 

Together with the support of two country guarding divine artifacts, this type power of reached even 

closer towards the peak. 

“Yi, wasn’t it unable to mature properly and difficult to use?” Qin Wu frowned. It was clear that he knew 

about some information about Shi Hao. 

Endless divine light submerged heaven and earth. That drop of blood turned into a silver sea, and it 

ended up pouring down in torrents. The bloody mist was sucked dry, and the divine substance surged 

towards Shi Hao’s chest. 

“Petty and insignificant deity, this is your power? Weak and frail, so little it’s pitiful!” Shi Hao roared with 

laughter. 

The two supreme experts were horrified. They simply couldn’t believe what was happening. That 

youth’s chest shone and actually absorbed a drop of divine blood, using it as a way to nourish his own 

precious bone. 

Qin Wu’s face fell ashen. His divine might was blasphemed against again and again, and his divine blood 

in particular was even refined by the supreme being bone and absorbed as nourishment. This was 

unforgivable. It was an utter humiliation! 

In the distance, Qin Hao watched everything with shock. The silver spear in his hands pointed at Shi Hao 

and remained there. 

“You stay on the side!” Shi Hao shot him a look and berated. 

“You…” 

At the same time, the void was once again sliced open, and a crack appeared. Shi Ziling was just in time 

to see him berate a deity, refine his divine blood, and berate Qin Hao. 

“Hao’er!” 

Shi Hao finally saw the vague scene of them crying out. Unfortunately, the void was sealed up again. 

“Someone as insignificant as you, a mere mortal, challenges the dignity of a deity again and again. 

You’ve successfully made me angry. Accept divine punishment then.” Qin Wu’s entire body released 

keng qiang sounds. His silver magic clothes shone, and the cries of dragons and phoenixes sounded as a 

brilliant silver splendor blossomed. 

He descended and entered the formation. He floated high in the sky while overlooking Shi Hao with an 

ice-cold gaze. n𝑜𝗏𝑒-𝗅𝑏(In 



“The futile struggles of a mortal are completely useless before a deity.” Qin Wu coldly spoke. His eyes 

were full of disdain and callousness. 

“Little pagoda, why don’t you come out? Turn the entire Immortal Mountain into ruins!” Shi Hao 

secretly called out, waking up the little pagoda that was in a slumber. 

The little pagoda was woken up. It was extremely shocked and seemed to be in a rather awkward 

situation. “You… you truly are ridiculously bold. You actually want to cause a disturbance in Immortal 

Mountain. You have to understand that Five Phase Mountain was formed before the opening of the 

world, and inside of the mountains are all types of natural gods and devils.” 

“I know that you can do it, that you can defeat it!” Shi Hao said. Then, he sent a message again. “I 

brought over the entire Stone Country treasury, and you can devour as much as you want. In addition, 

from here on out, place all of the karma onto my body!” 

The little pagoda was momentarily stunned, but after seeing his decisiveness, he no longer tried to 

persuade him otherwise and only said a single word. 

“Fine!” 

“Do you admit to your crimes?!” Qin Wu’s voice was like heavenly thunder, causing space itself to 

tremble. The formation rumbled and shook, and the bodies of the two supreme experts in the distance 

shivered with chilliness. They immediately kneeled on the ground. 

This was divine might that inflicted a pressure against one’s soul. Qin Wu’s silver magic clothes swirled 

with immortal radiance, and within his eyes, all living things cycled between life and death. It was 

incomparably terrifying. He wanted to suppress Shi Hao’s soul and make him surrender and bow down. 

“Petty and insignificant deity, even someone as insignificant as you dares to holler at me?” Shi Hao 

didn’t seem to be affected in the slightest as he spoke. 

“You…” Qin Wu was greatly shocked. 

“You are right. Just a little fake god, a laughable bug, yet you dare to appear before my face?” The little 

pagoda release a terrifying aura and revealed its original form. 

“It’s you?!” He was greatly shaken, and then he felt fear. After reaching his level, how could he not 

recognize the little pagoda? He released a loud scream and immediately turned around to flee towards 

Five Phase Mountain. 

“Petty and insignificant deity, weren’t you extremely self-confident? Where are you going? Watch how I 

overturn your Immortal Mountain!” Shi Hao shouted. 

Immediately after, he brandished the sword in his hand and hacked forward. The little pagoda also 

released a strand of vitality that wrapped around Qin Wu. 

Qin Wu was greatly startled. His silver magical clothes self-detonated and he rushed towards Five Phase 

Mountain. He had a feeling that something terribly wrong was happening. With the appearance of that 

pagoda, this entire place might be turned upside down! 

Chi! 



A streak of sword light swept over, slicing through a lock of Qin Wu’s hair and causing the bloody 

radiance on his face to burst. In addition, a part of his earlobe was hacked off! 

He released a loud cry. Who was he? He was a deity, yet he was wounded by a mortal. 

What made him even more furious was that the other party’s words were extremely brash. “Small and 

weak deity, do you admit your wrongs? Immortal Mountain will be overthrown today completely 

because of you!” 

Chapter 496 - Refining Deity 

Qin Wu tightly clenched his fists. A lock of his hair fluttered down. His face was dripping blood from the 

cut the sword energy made on his cheek. The bright red divine blood was sparkling and translucent, as if 

it was flowing with scarlet multicolored light. 

“You… good, good, good!” His teeth were clenched. Silver light bloomed from his body, and his head of 

hair stood up straight. This was truly an extraordinary shame and humiliation. 

“Is this all a deity amounts to?” Shi Hao held the magical sword as he moved across the sky in pursuit. 

When Qin Wu heard this, all of the blood within his body surged towards the sky and almost shot out 

from his flesh. His face was crimson red and full of embarrassment and resentfulness. He was actually 

humiliated by a mortal. 

Above all, a piece of his earlobe had been sliced off, and he narrowly avoided having his entire ear 

hacked off. This type of shame was difficult to express. At the same time, his ear was bleeding, and 

within the redness was a silver light. It dripped down bit by bit, sliding continuously. There was a rather 

cruel beauty to its appearance. 

Qin Wu was indignant, and his face was ashen. The mortal before his eyes actually dared to wave a 

sword against a deity, injuring his face and inflicting and wounding him. Moreover, his words were full of 

contempt. It was simply intolerable. 

“Keep running.” Shi Hao chased over and spoke like this. His words carried a type of domineeringness. 

His clothes fluttered about, and his war intent rose into the heavens. His entire being seemed like a 

natural god or devil. 

Qin Wu’s face became completely green and pale. A mortal actually spoke like this to him, telling him to 

run. What level of disrespect was this? There was contempt and insolence in his blasphemy. 

However, he didn’t dare stay in one place, because that inch tall little pagoda was too terrifying. Its 

background was ridiculously great and powerful enough to startle the heavenly deities in the higher 

realms. 

If he dared to turn around and fight, then he would inevitably fall. 

In fact, he didn’t have the qualifications to fight against that pure-white little pagoda. The two were at 

the same level, but that was a true giant in this world that could overturn heaven and earth. 

Qin Wu rushed towards Five Phase Mountain. He was filled with anger and resentment, because that 

mortal told him to run, and he truly did what he said. Even he himself felt disgraceful and ashamed. 



He was a deity that overlooked the world of mortals. He had lived above all others for so many years, 

receiving the respect of everyone. All of them would bow in worship when they saw him, yet he was in 

such a sorry state today. 

“So a deity only amounts to this much, only knowing how to run for his life and not knowing what honor 

is,” said Shi Hao. These types of words carried a chilliness and even more so a type of disdain. 

Silver radiance flickered within Qin Wu’s eyes. His body’s essence energy surged, and his hair flew about 

chaotically as if it was going to be set aflame. There was still someone in the lower realm that dared to 

humiliate him like this. He couldn’t swallow this shame. 

“You will pay for speaking such nonsense!” He shouted. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao raised his hand. The magical sword flickered with radiance and flowed with lightning radiance as 

it hacked down. 

This country guarding divine artifact was formed from a heavenly ranked beast bone. At this moment, it 

turned into a powerful and imposing golden Suan Ni. It roared towards the heavens and devoured the 

essence of the sun and moon, erupting with endless lightning. 

A great rumbling sounded. Lightning surged, originating from a dazzling arc of electricity. It was 

incomparably thick as it surrounded Qin Wu. 

This was a divine level fluctuation. The power of the magical artifact was enough to evaporate a large 

river or enormous lake, and it could even crush a lofty mountain. Its might was endless. If not for this 

place being the Immortal Mountain, having many divine formations in place, the falling lightning would 

definitely have turned this boundless pure land into ashes without leaving anything behind. 

Pa! 

Qin Wu turned around and threw out a palm to defend himself against the lightning. 

Silver symbols blossomed from within his palms and fingers. This was his dao law. It blocked the 

lightning radiance and destroyed the electricity. 

Weng! 

The void shuddered. This was a large-scale destructive attack. Silver light flowed like rivers as they 

rushed towards the sky to tangle with the lightning radiance. A tremendous explosion sounded, 

releasing ear-splitting sounds. 

Qin Wu was a deity, and he should have had the power to destroy a mortal with a single strike, so he 

shouldn’t have had to defend himself like this at all. However, he couldn’t even injure his opponent. 

With the little pagoda protecting Shi Hao, he was completely unaffected. 

On the contrary, the golden lightning tore through and descended, hacking down on his body, leaving 

his shoulders scorched black. His shining long hair stood up, and his body was greatly shaken. 



Qin Wu was furious. He suffered another loss and was once again humiliated by a mortal. He felt as if a 

great furnace exploded within him, and fiery streams were running through him. 

“You dare to disrespect a deity! In the future, your body will inevitably perish and your dao will be 

ruined. You will be damned to eternal hell!” He said with his teeth clenched. A strange silver ring of light 

dispersed into the surroundings and rippled outwards. 

“Just some fake deity, yet you dare to vow under the name of a deity. You overestimate yourself.” The 

little pagoda said. As it hung from Shi Hao’s hair, it lightly swayed. Even though only a small strand of 

energy was released, it completely neutralized the silver ripple. 

The ripple was originally something like a curse. It fluctuated with a mysterious type of energy that 

would not immediately explode, but instead remain on its target’s body. It would erupt sometime in the 

future and cause their soul to collapse. 

Qin Wu felt like his head was going to explode. After being berated by the little pagoda, he couldn’t 

refute him in the slightest. He towered above the world of mortals and could overlook supreme experts 

and all the others, yet towards this snow white jade-like pagoda, he found that he felt an innate fear. 

Qin Wu flew out in retreat, feeling waves of terror. His face fell ashen, and his heart was full of 

uncomfortable feelings. This was the first time he felt this terrified, scared that he might actually die 

here. 

“Where is my grandfather?” Shi Hao chased after him and loudly asked. He raised his wrist and pointed 

the sword at his head. 

Qin Wu’s face suddenly changed expressions. He wanted to erupt in fury, but when he saw the little 

pagoda in Shi Hao’s hair, he then felt a great fear inside. His mind was complex and uncomfortable. How 

could he surrender when being questioned by a mortal? 

“This is the Immortal Mountain! There are higher realm heavenly deities overlooking it, and there is the 

Five Phase Peak below in the lower realm. You better carefully reconsider!” His words were ice-cold, and 

after speaking, he clenched his teeth tightly. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao’s sword swept out. The blade radiance was like a rainbow. Since he already decided to go this 

far, what was there to be scared of? Forget about heavenly deities in the higher realm, even if they 

descended into this world in the future, he still wouldn’t regret his actions. 

Today, he would break down the Immortal Mountain to find his loved ones. He was was going to 

overturn the skies and flip the earth! 

Qin Wu’s eyes were ice cold. He had the self-confidence of a deity, and right now, there was a great 

flame burning within his mind. He had been looked down upon by a mortal again and again. Even if he 

felt fear towards the little pagoda, he was still unwilling to be chased and suppressed like this. 

Silver multicolored light blossomed from his body, and magical power flooded outwards like rivers. They 

surged within the void and formed a boundless white expanse. 



Unfortunately, with just a tremble from the little pagoda, the silver radiance was shattered. Only Shi 

Hao’s sword radiance continued to exist. It swept forwards and slashed towards Qin Wu. It was 

magnificent and breathtaking. 

Pu 

Bloody light flickered. One of Qin Wu’s arms was hacked off, inflicting so much pain to him that he 

screamed out. His face distorted, revealing a somewhat sinister expression. 

As a deity, when had he ever suffered such a painful experience? He actually lost an arm! This was 

unimaginable. After achieving the dao after all these years, this was the first time he received such a 

serious injury. 

Even though he was fleeing, he was still doing everything he could. His body surged with silver light, 

controlling that arm to try and get it back so he could reattach it. 

Then, sword radiance swept out, directly severing the link, forcing him to lose that arm. 

Qin Wu roared loudly. His entire body shone. At this moment, he was clenching his teeth in anger. He 

would rather have this arm of a deity destroyed than have it land in the other party’s hands. This was 

evidence of humiliation. 

With a hong sound, the arm exploded, turning into exuberant silver radiance that filled this world. It was 

as if the silver flames of the heaven were jumping about. It was full of divine energy. 

“The five elements are omnipresent. There is nothing they cannot break through, no will they cannot 

exterminate! Burn!” 

Qin Wu chanted an incantation. This was a terrifying divine technique, and it carried the power of curses 

as it attacked back. He hoped to use his arm as a means to destroy and ruin Shi Hao. 

Unfortunately, this attack was still ineffective. The little pagoda did not take action, and it was Shi Hao 

that released a strange aura. A mysterious ring of light dispersed from his chest that rippled with 

astonishing fluctuations. 

A wave of thriving life force emerged from Shi Hao’s body. It was a joyous type of power that was full of 

desire and longing. This force was trying to obtain the silver light that was released from the explosion. 

The space around them was like a scroll painting, trembling under the divine force. Shi Hao’s chest bone 

shone and released waves of scripture chanting. A fist-sized little person was sitting on top of a bone, 

drawing the endless spiritual essence from the outside world into its body. 

In the skies, the shattered arm and ignited divine blood all turned into light. They were sucked in, 

forming a silver stream. 

Qin Wu’s expression changed. The life essence contained within that arm was being drained and used by 

another. 

Like a trickling stream of sweet nectar, it all gathered towards Shi Hao’s chest. It didn’t enter the place 

where the sutras were being chanted, and instead became nourishment material for Shi Hao’s supreme 

being bone. 



Qin Wu roared. He was extremely unwilling to accept this situation. Even though the arm exploded and 

couldn’t be taken back, he still didn’t want it to be absorbed and refined by Shi Hao. 

This was a type of humiliation. As a deity, every bone and hair were divine objects. How could they be 

disrespected by a mortal like this and actually be used as nourishment? 

If news of this got out, he wouldn’t be able to raise his head for the rest of his life. 

He stirred on the curse to make Shi Hao who was currently refining his divine blood explode, dooming 

him to eternal damnation. 

However, the power of the curse couldn’t approach his opponent at all. The incantation he chanted was 

completely defeated, and the natural laws were not able to take form. There was only a faint ring of 

light present that was extremely weak. n/.𝑂(-𝑽./𝖊/(𝗅--𝑩/.1-/n 

At this moment, Shi Hao felt extremely happy, and his spirit felt perfect. The energy of his flesh was 

abundant, and he felt as light as a feather. Quite a bit of the essence the bone needed was obtained in 

one go. 

This wasn’t complete devouring, but instead a type of extraction and refinement. The precious bone 

shone brilliantly and resplendently. The little person sitting on top seemed as resplendent as a sun. 

The little person took in and sent out essence. Auspicious multicolored light surged, surrounding its 

body and enveloping the entire bone. He released a mysterious fluctuation that rose and fell within the 

void, refining the light and divine blood that erupted from the arm. It didn’t take in the flesh or bone and 

purely refined it. 

It only took in the innate heaven and earth essence within that arm, turning it into silver light. It was 

sucked into Shi Hao’s chest and converted into rich divine energy. 

Soon, the bone absorbed all of the silver divine essence. 

“Petty and insignificant deity, you are too weak. Your divine force is extremely thin.” Shi Hao said. 

Qin Wu was furious. He was looked down upon by a mortal in such a way, and this was even someone 

who he had looked down on before. It was just too ugly to look at. His chest was full of rage. 

Even though the arm exploded and large amounts of divine force scattered into the void, there was still 

a portion that was absorbed by Shi Hao. This was what Qin Wu could not accept. He was ridiculed once 

again, making it even harder to endure. 

Hong! 

While fleeing, he released an attack of a natural law. Then, he erupted with boundless divine might. He 

wanted to ascend Five Phase Mountain and seek protection. 

Then, he felt a wave of horror. For some reason, even though he flew for so long, it seemed like he 

would never reach Five Phase Peak. It was clearly not that far away, but this distance seemed like it 

could never be closed. 



He already erupted with blazing divine force. Silver radiance covered the world as he tried to break 

through this region, making this place absolutely chaotic. Heaven and earth seemed to be on the verge 

of collapse. 

However, he still couldn’t reach Five Phase Peak. 

In the distance, the two supreme experts cried out in fear. They shivered with chilliness, and they felt 

incomparable fear inside, a fear that one felt towards impending doom. The clan’s deity was actually 

defeated just like that, so how were they supposed to resist? They felt like they couldn’t control their 

bodies anymore as they trembled with fear. 

Even further out, Qin Hao pursed his lips. He silently stood in the distance in his divine battle clothes, 

taking cover at a corner. 

Qin Wu finally noticed that there was a wall blocking in front of him that was condensed from symbols. 

Chapter 497 - Five Phase Mountain 

This type of feeling was extremely wonderful. It was like an arid desert that received the moisture of 

rain, or a melodious flute’s music within a desolate valley. Vitality was brought to the desolate. 

As Shi Hao immersed himself within this feeling, he almost felt intoxicated. He could clearly feel the 

supreme being bone becoming more active. It was calling out and wishing to grow again. It wanted to 

break away from its shackles and evolve into its perfect state. 

His chest was sparkling and flowing with multicolored light. The little person that sat on top of the 

precious bone was surrounded by a divine ring of light. If one looked carefully, they would find that the 

so-called rings of light were formed from symbols. 

This was heavenly text, a portion of the mysterious symbols that emerged from Shi Hao’s bones. They 

were now arranging themselves and recombining to evolve into something supreme and profound. 

The silver white light entered Shi Hao’s body like water. His supreme being bone was sparkling and 

translucent, and the symbols on the surface became more and more clear. They emerged around the fist 

height little figure and formed divine chains of order. 

At this moment, it was bursting with vitality. The origin of life was being carried out here on a smaller 

scale. It contained the world’s simplest yet most powerful natural laws. 

Shi Hao was completely intoxicated with this feeling. This was the first time he felt so close to the 

supreme being bone. He felt like if he used it, it would produce a heavenly divine ability and destroy all 

of his enemies. 

He knew that after growing to this day, this sparkling white bone became more and more powerful. It 

almost couldn’t be compared to how it was in the past. 

Nirvana! 

This was a great change! 



A natural born supreme being, who despite losing his bone, was able to once again shine with vitality. It 

can now mature on its own, and together with external nourishment, it would naturally grow back even 

faster. 

The silver divine essence was completely devoured. There was only a clump of dust left over there. Qin 

Wu’s arm shattered and disappeared in midair. 

Shi Hao pointed at the deity and asked for his grandfather’s whereabouts. His eyes were extremely 

penetrating. The magical sword in his hand took in and sent out sharp energy, as if it was going to hack 

out at any moment. 

Not far out, a peng sounded. A large hole was sliced open in the void, and the husband and wife were 

able to see this scene. They were both shaken and moved emotionally. 

“Cutting down a deity with the sword, that’s Hao’er! He has reached this level…” The beautiful woman’s 

voice trembled as she spoke. She found it hard to believe what she was seeing and was incomparably 

moved. Tears also slid down her face. 

She still remembered that little infant in swaddling clothes who was extremely weak and about to die at 

any moment. More than ten years later, he actually stood tall above the world of mortals and defied 

deities. 

“Hao’er!” The male shouted loudly with hot tears slid down from his eyes. His fists were tightly 

clenched, and his chest was violently rising and falling. 

They clearly saw Qin Wu’s arm being sliced off. Blood descended from the sky together with silver light. 

His face was ashen. He was completely trapped and in a desperate situation. 

Just how exceptional was this youth? Was that the child they left behind in Stone Village? He even 

looked down on deities. 

Without them at his side, he survived and became this powerful on his own. To be able to reach this 

level, exactly what kind of path did he travel through? The husband and wife’s chests were rapidly rising 

and falling. 

They felt regret, yet they also missed him. The two both felt a stream of heat rising from their hearts. 

Their eyes were blurry. Joy, sadness, pain, excitement, all types of emotions were surging. 

However, the crack was quickly closed again. 

“He did not die and entered the higher realms. My Immortal Mountain did not cause trouble for him.” 

Qin Wu replied. His fists tightened and his teeth were clenched. He felt incredibly ashamed. 

He was actually forced to talk about the past in front of a mortal. He was humiliated inwardly and 

wanted to take action again, but in the end, he powerlessly loosened his fist. 

“Didn’t cause trouble for him? Why do the valley walls have arrow holes? My grandfather clearly fought 

a great battle here and was injured by Qin Zhan, causing him to spit out blood here. These are things I 

already know, yet you are still trying to deceive me!” Shi Hao erupted with rage. 



“There were some complicated matters that occured, but he did ultimately enter the higher realms. 

Regardless, this is a tremendous opportunity where one can break free from the entrapment of the 

mortal world.” Qin Wu said in a heavy tone. 

Shi Hao revealed his ten heavenly passages, releasing the heavily wounded Qin Fa and Qin Zhan out. He 

separately pointed his sword at them before asking them where his grandfather was. 

Their expressions were ugly to look at. Qin Zhan was a madman and refused to reply. Qin Fa felt great 

fear. He even saw the old ancestor defeated. 

What he knew was limited, because he didn’t witness it himself and only heard about it afterwards. The 

Great Demonic God brought a young lady called A’man with him, but then he was beaten until he 

coughed out large amounts of blood outside the valley by the madman. 

The great demonic god came to the Immortal Mountain full of hopes and affection, yet he encountered 

a disaster. Shi Hao was furious after hearing this, and with a pu sound, the crazy Qin Zhan was sliced into 

two. 

Even though Qin Zhan was one of the individuals involved and understood the inside story, Shi Hao still 

didn’t need him to recount it himself. He was going to rescue his loved ones and capture the Immortal 

Mountain, so he would eventually find out everything anyway. 

“You…” Qin Wu’s face was both green and white. A powerful supreme expert fell in front of his face just 

like that. It was pitiful and painful. 

Not even the Immortal Mountain had that many supreme experts. Their strengths were great, making 

them extremely precious. Being casually killed by someone like this was a tremendous loss. 

When the two supreme experts saw this from the distance, they both trembled inwardly. Meanwhile, 

Qin Hao didn’t say anything when he saw this. He stood in the corner while holding the silver spear. 

“Don’t kill me! Your grandfather and that young lady are unharmed. I don’t know what happened 

exactly, but they entered my Immortal Mountain’s formation and ascended into the heavens to enter 

the higher realms.” Qin Fa cried out loudly. 

Qin Zhan’s blood had splashed down onto his body, making him feel great fear. Even though they were 

both supreme experts, not everyone pursued darkness and didn’t fear death. He already talked about 

everything he knew about. 

The golden lightning formed a large expanse. The magical sword in Shi Hao’s hands formed a golden 

Suan Ni. Lightning flickered, turning Qin Fa into ashes, blasting him apart in the air. 

Many people from the Immortal Mountain hurried over. When they saw this scene, they all kept quiet 

out of fear. Shi Hao unleashed a slaughter, killing two powerful experts. What kind of boldness was 

this?! 

“By trampling on Immortal Mountain’s dignity, you will inevitably wither away. You will fall!” Qin Wu 

shouted loudly. 



He chanted an incantation from his mouth. He knew that he could not escape from this place, so he no 

longer worried about anything else and ignited himself. He was going to sacrifice himself to summon the 

Immortal Mountain. 

“You should just fall as well.” Shi Hao’s voice was cold and detached. Now that things had reached this 

point, there was no point in having any hesitation. He just needed to walk forward. 

The sword in his hand trembled, and sword energy weaved in and out. They layered on top of each 

other, forming splendid multicolored light like the morning clouds and locking this place down. 

“Senior, please awaken! A great enemy has come to disturb my clan’s peace! Please protect us!” Qin Wu 

shouted loudly. 

Hong! 

A great sound erupted. Five Phase Mountain trembled, and one of the peaks shone. Strands of immortal 

light emerged and rushed into the heavens. It released vast and boundless divine might fluctuations. 

Many people from the Qin Clan cried out in alarm. Some of them were happy, while others were 

shaken. There were even more who were shivering inwardly with reverence. They all kneeled down. This 

was a tremendous power that made people tremble in great fear. 

Meanwhile, the bronze ancient palace on the peak shone. A man wearing black battle clothes walked 

out. His purple hair fluttered behind him. His eyes were deep as they overlooked this valley. 

“Coming here to kill as you please, what kind of place do you think my Immortal Mountain is?” He 

shouted. 

This was a deity, one that was even a bit stronger than Qin Wu. He had always remained asleep here to 

protect the lower realm. He had now awoken from the chaos that was happening in the Immortal 

Mountain. n/.𝑂(-𝑽./𝖊/(𝗅--𝑩/.1-/n 

Many people from the Qin Clan were shocked. They normally didn’t even know that such a person 

existed, and even Qin Wu was stupefied. He then shouted, “Ancestor Qin Xuxuan, you are actually still 

here! Hurry and offer sacrifice to activate the Five Phase Mountain to suppress and kill the great 

enemy!” 

“I have already awoken. Who is making such noise?” A boundless will appeared. It was holy and 

dignified. The voice resounded into the heavens and through the earth. 

“Save me!” Qin Wu cried out loudly. 

Chi 

The little pagoda shone. Together with chaotic aura, it crushed Qin Wu. It was absolutely terrifying. 

“It’s you, you crossed realms. You actually came to act viciously in front of me. Break!” One of the peaks 

of the Five Phase Mountain lit up. It released an expanse of silver light to block the little pagoda’s attack. 

Weng! 



The two collided. It was as if the world was being reopened! Mists surged, and the entire world was 

trembling. If they didn’t possess extraordinary control over their power, they definitely would have 

caused the boundless earth to cave in. 

Everyone exalted, and even Qin Wu’s eyes became brilliant. When they saw Five Phase Peak revive, they 

all became extremely excited, because they could now live. 

The origins of this mountain were extremely great. It seemed to have existed before the heavens were 

opened and was created from the primal chaos. There were natural gods and devils in the mountains 

before, so it could be said that it was unimaginably powerful. 

“Today, you are doomed to die…” Qin Wu opened his mouth and stared coldly at Shi Hao. 

“You should go along your way first.” Shi Hao said. The sword in his hands hacked out. It erupted with 

endless sword radiance, as if a starry stream was blasted apart. A boundless expanse of light erupted. 

Five Phase Peak suddenly shook, multiple peaks lighting up at the same time. They felt something 

coming and speedily acted. Fluctuations flooded towards them, but it was still too late. 

The little pagoda rose up and suppressed the space, separating this heaven and earth. A strand of 

chaotic energy entered Shi Hao’s sword, allowing the sword radiance to burn with incomparable 

brilliance. 

“Ah…” 

Qin Wu cried out loudly. He was hacked apart by the sword radiance. Despite being a deity, he still 

couldn’t defend himself against the sword radiance. He exploded and became a bloody mist. Divine light 

burned fiercely. 

Shi Hao’s chest emitted heat, absorbing all of the innate core spiritual essence and extracting the bloody 

light that was releasing silver splendor. The torrent of divine energy flowed into his supreme being bone. 

Everyone in the Qin Clan felt great fear. A deity had died just like that! This was something that had 

never been heard of before! There was actually someone who unleashed slaughter within the Immortal 

Mountain and acted so impudently. 

“I was trying to protect him, yet you took action. Are you trying to start a war?” Five Phase Mountain’s 

voice was incomparably great. The entire world was ringing in response. 

“You can see for yourself. If he wasn’t killed, then this youth’s obsession wouldn't end. There was no 

choice.” The little pagoda spoke. 

A wave of powerful war intent suddenly rushed towards Shi Hao. It was boundless and majestic, 

powerful to the extreme. It began to distort the void, causing it to collapse. It was just too terrifying. 

“So what if I killed him?!” Shi Hao replied. He was calm and collected as he looked at Five Phase 

Mountain. He didn’t shrink back in the slightest. 

“You’re right, it is just that simple. So what if you killed him?” The little pagoda shone. Strand after 

strand of primal chaos spiraled above Shi Hao’s head to block that tremendous will. 



“Are you forcing me to start a war against you?” Five Phase Mountain trembled. The surface of the 

mountain cracked apart, and the form inside was gradually revealed, one that was simple and grave in 

manner. 

“Then let’s just fight. Who is scared of who? At worst, we’ll just reopen this realm!” The little pagoda 

was snow white and flickering with luster. It was incomparably powerful. 

Five Phast Mountain trembled. The ancient trees planted on top exploded, and all of the spiritual 

medicines withered. Mountain boulders tumbled as its original form was revealed. Primal chaos was 

released, creating a scene that was terrifying to the extreme. 

“The one with an obsession is you. After that battle from back then, you are still feeling unwilling even 

now.” This was what Five Phase Mountain said. 

“You are right. I precisely wanted to fight, and I will enter the higher realms again sooner or later to 

resolve some karma.” The little pagoda enlarged. Its body was sparkling and translucent. Primal chaos 

poured out like an ocean, and rumbling sounds exploded. 

Hong! 

A tremendous sound shook this entire place. The divine might would shock both the ancient and 

present. 

The pagoda was brilliant. It actually directly smashed against Five Phase Mountain, causing endless light 

to erupt. All types of great dao symbols surfaced. It was glorious and world-shattering; this type of 

divine might was difficult to imagine. 

Even Shi Hao’s mind was jumping. The little pagoda was too powerful! He actually erupted with so much 

power, pressing forward while disregarding all consequences. 

“You… are trying to release him!” Five Phase Mountain was furious. 

This attack was firm and forceful. The two erupted with endless primal chaos. The divine force was 

boundless, and if they didn’t control it, everything would have withered away. 

A honglong sound rang out. The two individuals were both blown back. The little pagoda was blasted 

into the heavens, while Five Phase Mountain tumbled backwards away from its original location. 

On the ground, there was an existence with dishevelled hair. He was trapped by five element chains. The 

existence was as thin as a match, and long, dry, and yellow hair covered his body like wild grass. 

Everyone in the Qin Clan felt great fear. How could this existence appear? He definitely could not be 

allowed to emerge into the world! 

Chapter 498 - Undying Creature 

This person was small and dried up, not giving off a bold or powerful appearance at all. It was as if his 

body was almost petrified. Only his hair was extremely long, and it covered his entire body like dried up 

yellow wild grass. 



For all those years, he had been suppressed here, never allowed to see the light of day. His messy hair 

didn’t have any luster, and his body was abnormally thin and weak. It was completely different from the 

appearance of a matchless expert everyone was expecting. 

If not for the fact that there had always been a rumor, it would have been hard for those present to 

believe that the one suppressed under Five Phase Mountain was him. 

Divine chains of five elements, known as valuable treasures that were difficult to destroy and would not 

rust for tens of thousands of years, were firmly trapping this individual. Matchless profound mysteries 

and natural laws were carved on their surface by heavenly deities, making it near impossible for him to 

break free. 

Despite this, everyone from the Qin Clan were absolutely terrified. A chill ran down their bodies, and 

their hearts were full of endless dread as they trembled uncontrollably. 

This was especially true for those that were supreme experts or greater individuals that were involved in 

this affair. They knew the inside details and understood deeply just how terrifying that individual was. 

They suppressed him endless years ago, and it was unknown just how many people died in order to do 

so. 

In addition, it was extremely difficult to even kill him, or else they wouldn’t have sealed him here. They 

wanted to grind through his dao bones and refine his true soul, using the endless passage of time to 

gradually kill him. 

However, today, Five Phase Mountain was overturned by someone, allowing this existence to see the 

light of day again. This was definitely an absolute disaster. 

“Do you know what you have done?” Five Phase Mountain was furious. It flew over the distance. All five 

peaks stood side by side around this enormous entity. Chaotic energy descended like a divine waterfall. 

This was his original body. It was extremely majestic. It was born in the primal chaos before the world 

was formed, containing innate great dao traces within itself. As a result, it was powerful to the extreme. 

The world knew that the Immortal Mountain had the Five Phase Ring, one of the ancient era’s most 

powerful magical artifacts that could oppress the eight regions with its power. 

Only the founder level figures knew that this Immortal Mountain’s most terrifying aspect was actually 

this mountain’s immortal land. It received the refinement of five elements and contained those 

elements’ dao roots. 

That Five Phase Ring was nothing more than what the ancient people used to imitate the mountain. 

They grinded and carved dao patterns onto this weapon at the cost of untold hardships and tribulations. 

Later on, it became one of the most powerful heavenly weapons in existence. 

However, when compared to the actual Five Phase Mountain, it could only be considered an imitation. 

After all, the heaven and earth dao traces were all produced due to this mountain. 

Five Phase Mountain descended again in an attempt to suppress this individual again and return to its 

original position. 



High in the clouds, the little pagoda shone. With a sway, streaks of sword energy descended. Even 

though its physical form was a pagoda, the chaotic sword energy that was released possessed matchless 

offensive power! 

Chi! 

Streak after streak of sword radiance flew over, seemingly dividing the world as it did so. It was 

unknown just how long these beautiful and astonishing streaks of light were. It made the hearts of every 

cultivator in this region beat ferociously, and they all felt as if they were suffocating. 

As Five Phase Mountain descended, its body also illuminated. Five streaks of energy swirled about, 

forming the most simple type of great dao traces. They then turned into dazzling symbols that looked 

like interweaving rivers of stars. 

This strike made those from all sides tremble. This great earth was covered in a terrifying aura, leaving 

all creatures terrified and trembling in fear. They all felt a great horror inside. 

However, these two magical artifacts both seized the natural force of heaven and earth. In this direct 

confrontation, they definitely controlled all of the energy without wasting a bit. Even though their auras 

were rippling outwards, they didn’t wreak havoc everywhere. 

Qin Clan’s people were so close, yet not a single person exploded. Only, in front of this type of might, 

they fell weakly onto the ground without the strength to move. 

This was a fear that originated from the innermost part of one’s mind. This was just like how ancient 

natives would continuously kowtow before great totems. 

Shi Hao wasn’t affected as much, because he was inside the gentle halo of primal chaos the little pagoda 

placed around him. He was also high in the sky and not at the center of the battlefield. 

Hong! 

The little pagoda shone, and all types of symbols appeared on its fine white jade-like surface. They 

originated from the Suan Ni, great Peng, Taotie, and others. Everything that you could think of was 

there. Tens of thousands of true spirits were engraved on top and filled with incomparable magic force. 

When this type of energy was released, heaven and earth began to shake. It was as if endless heavenly 

ranked archaic divine birds and vicious beasts had revived and took form once again in this world. 

This wasn’t all. There were also numerous stars that flickered about and released hazy chaotic energy. 

The little pagoda attacked with full force, displaying the natural laws of a great supreme dao without 

holding anything back. If it was careless in the slightest, this entire place would have been sunken. 

Five Phase Mountain was greatly shaken. It felt a tremendous amount of killing intent, as well as a 

feeling that even the heavens might collapse onto itself. He had no choice but to do everything he could 

to defend himself. 

Following a weng sound, the five elements birthed each other and swirled into one to form a great dao. 

The five types of symbols represented the core of all living things, and right now, they locked down this 

place. 



At that moment, five types of divine multicolored light rushed into the heavens. It was going to restrict 

the void and seal the little pagoda there. 

“Aren’t you underestimating me a bit too much? You want to trap me?” The little pagoda sneered. It 

swayed gently, and a Taotie pounced out, devouring everything. In addition, symbols emerged one after 

another and tore apart the void. 

On the pagoda’s body, all types of heavenly ranked divine birds and vicious beasts appeared. Great 

chaos erupted, and the five elements were trampled upon. That incredible natural dao law was being 

destroyed! 

Of course, the most terrifying part was the various mysterious symbols that emerged around the little 

pagoda’s body. They cracked apart heaven and earth, disturbing the five elements and destroying the 

restrictive force. 

A dang sound rang out. The little pagoda rushed down and once again collided with Five Phase 

Mountain. All types of symbols interweaved between the two of them, creating an intense collision. 

Symbols continuously emerged and vanished. 

Those were true supreme profound mysteries clashing against each other. Divine chains of order poured 

down like a waterfall, smashing into each other as they did so. After hacking out, they were then 

destroyed again. 

This type of might was absolutely incredible. If it was allowed to explode, it would definitely blast down 

the stars above the heavens. Both sides possessed the most powerful force of natural laws. 

Following a soundless collision, the little pagoda flew backwards. It gently swayed back and forth as if it 

was intoxicated, and it began to have trouble controlling its chaotic energy. It wreaked havoc around it; 

it was clear that it had suffered great damage. 

This was true for Five Phase Mountain as well. It was also blasted flying, entering the heavens and into 

the horizon. It shook back and forth, finding it difficult to steady its original form. 

“Why aren’t you breaking out yet? Don’t tell me that you were already suppressed to death?” The little 

pagoda asked. 

It wasn’t the only one that was wondering this. Even Shi Hao and the other Qin Clansmen couldn’t 

understand why the person suppressed under Five Phase Mountain didn’t move at all. He laid flat on the 

ground without making the slightest sound. 

Even Five Phase Mountain was a bit astonished. During all these years, it did not involve itself in any of 

Qin Clan’s matters and laid dormant here to suppress this person. n/.𝑂(-𝑽./𝖊/(𝗅--𝑩/.1-/n 

It was because it was scared of this individual escaping. The consequences of such a thing would be 

absolutely tremendous. As a result, Five Phase Mountain almost never left the ground. 

Since the ancient times, it had only awakened a few times. Unless the Qin Clan’s foundation was at risk 

of being destroyed, it would always remain silent. 

Suppressing this individual was its most important task. 



“Were my efforts in vain? Could he have died already?” The little pagoda was clearly feeling as if its 

actions were not worth it. The battle this time didn’t bring back any returns, while he developed 

significant enmity with the other party. He naturally suffered quite a loss here. 

Chi! 

Without any hesitation, it released a streak of chaotic sword energy towards the individual on the 

ground. 

Under everyone’s shocked gazes, that sword energy released an ear-splitting keng qiang sound that rang 

through the air, as if it struck metal. Everyone had petrified expressions on their faces. They simply 

couldn’t believe what was going on. 

Only a single lock of that creature’s yellow grass-like hair was sliced off. Its dried and withered flesh was 

unharmed, not being hacked apart at all. This did not make any sense! It left everyone absolutely 

horrified. 

The level of hardness was simply unimaginable! 

A wave of mysterious energy emerged. The body on the ground moved a bit. Everyone present felt as if 

their hearts had shot up to their throats! He actually didn’t die! 

In the distance, Five Phase Mountain quickly arrived. It crossed the distance and released its annihilating 

power to try and suppress it again. 

“He really didn’t die in the end. I knew that he was hard to kill. However, if he still didn’t move, my most 

powerful chaotic sword radiance would have hacked down on him.” The little pagoda quietly said. 

It then erupted with power again, rushing towards Five Phase Mountain to stop its descent. 

“You’ve gone mad! By freeing him, there will inevitably be a great calamity and chaos released upon this 

world!” Five Phase Mountain’s imposing and downcast voice carried a hint of anxiousness. 

It had been created inside the primal chaos and was born with innate power. It was branded with the 

world’s imprint, which made it ridiculously powerful, yet today, it actually had to assume this type of 

attitude. It was enough to show just how terrifying this individual was. 

“Why do I care? Better off releasing him into the higher realms and let some people feel some pain! 

Hah!” At that moment, the little pagoda’s words were rather crass, as if it couldn’t care less. It actually 

displayed this type of attitude. 

“Back then, it wasn’t a single person that took action to suppress him. By doing something like this, 

aren’t you scared that you’ll make many enemies?” Five Phase Mountain asked. 

At the same time, the two clashed again. They faced off in an incredibly intense battle. At this level, a 

single streak of symbols or a single divine chain of order could collapse the heavens. A battle between 

such powerful individuals was an utterly terrifying event. 

However, they restricted their power so that it didn’t affect the other creatures. They only fought 

among themselves. 



“Not scared. Back then, those people tried to take action against me as well. There will be a battle 

between us sooner or later anyway!” The little pagoda said in an extremely cold tone. It was planning to 

release great disaster into the higher realms. 

Previously, it had only had its own suspicions and didn’t know for sure whether that ‘disaster’ was 

sealed here. Before, it had even thought that it might be a trap. 

Chi! 

Another streak of chaotic sword energy shot down, landing on the body of the individual below. Sparks 

flew everywhere, and resounding metallic sounds rang through the air. It was shocking to an 

unbelievable level. 

Hong! 

At this moment, a wave of terrifying aura emerged within heaven and earth. He finally revived, 

awakening from his slumber. 

It was clear that he used a type of secret method to seal the spiritual essence within himself and prevent 

it from leaving his body. He used this to fight back against the vicious attacks of time. 

Despite doing so, it still used energy, just that it was lowered to the minimal amount. He was able to 

stay alive and not pass away after all this time! 

After the passage of endless years, he had long become as thin as a match. His figure was small and 

withered, appearing incomparably frail and weak. However, after this revival and true awakening, 

everything became different. 

Under the disordered hair that was like wild grass, a pair of golden pupils shone. This immediately 

caused many people from the Qin Clan to cry out loudly. It was as if they were facing a hundred suns, 

and all of them closed their eyes. Blood flowed from the corners of their eyes, and they no longer dared 

to look straight at him. 

Ka cha 

The sound of divine chains cracking rang through the air. This individual sat down. He looked at the sky, 

and then at the great earth, not releasing a single sound during this entire process. His eyes then swept 

towards the little pagoda and Five Phase Mountain. 

“Suppress!” Five Phase Mountain’s entire body shone. The five-colored light could obliterate the great 

world, and at this moment, it completely descended to suppress that creature again. 

Dang! 

The little pagoda smashed over to blast it away. 

Down below, that individual finally stood up. He soundlessly opened his mouth, and then he took a deep 

breath. At this moment, this heaven and earth’s endless spiritual essence madly gathered. 



His eyes were like golden streaks of lightning and absolutely dazzling. He directly shot into the heavens. 

His small and withered body was like a bottomless pit as it devoured the heaven and earth essence from 

all directions. 

The essence of the sun and moon, foreign stars, and other places all poured over like a tide, gathering 

towards his mouth to replenish everything he had exhausted over the endless years. 

At this moment, the world seemed to have frozen still, and time seemed to have stopped. He was the 

only one that stood there, forming an eternal scene. 

The entire great region grew dim at that moment. Heaven and earth spiritual essence was gathered 

from the sun, moon, and stars, and time and space became distorted. Oceans of essence were forcefully 

sucked into his mouth! 

Everyone was overwhelmed with horror. A few ancient sects’ powerful giants knew that the heavens 

were going to be changed. A matchless existence had escaped an entrapment and was replenishing his 

foundational essence. A major event was inevitably going to happen! 

Chapter 499 - Various Karma Added 

This existence was too terrifying. The sun and moon’s splendor were devoured, and the fundamental 

essence of the world was absorbed. A vortex of spiritual force was created, and everything entered his 

body like a black hole. 

This was especially the case when he opened his mouth. A crazy hole where spiritual essence from all 

directions swirled and madly rushed towards appeared. It was as if this person was going to suck this 

entire region dry in one go! 

His body was dried and withered, yet it was actually this terrifying. It devoured everything. Endless 

foundational essence surged, but it wasn’t enough for him to absorb at all. 

As a result, everyone in the mysterious region was able to see a terrifying irregularity occur in the world. 

It was clearly daytime, yet the stars could be brilliantly seen in the clear sky, as if they were quite close 

to the earth. 

Every single star released a beam of light downwards, covering the sky with their light like a divine 

waterfall. It was an absolutely magnificent and terrifying sight! All of it entered the body of a single 

person. 

When would a scene like this ever appear normally? 

Heaven and earth were clear and bright, and the blue sky seemed like it was being washed through. 

However, the stars in the sky all appeared, and stellar force converged towards the Immortal Mountain. 

This left everyone shaken. 

There were times when this strange phenomenon appeared. However, as soon as it appeared, there 

would definitely be a matchless, heaven deying demon who would descend into this world. A great 

heaven-overflowing disaster was inevitable. 

This shocked the entire world! 



The mysterious region was greatly shaken. Everyone in this great region was experiencing great fear. 

They didn’t know what exactly was happening in Immortal Mountain, but they knew that was where the 

cascade of stellar force headed. 

Hong! 

The little pagoda collided with Five Phase Mountain again. All types of natural laws flickered before 

disappearing again. There was a type of ancient force between the two individuals that became more 

and more terrifying. 

Sparkling and translucent light flickered. The little pagoda tore through the air, and at a location a bit 

farther away, it swayed. A confrontation on this level affected it greatly, and it was easy for its body to 

be injured here. 

This was, after all, the Five Phase Mountain, a natural, innate existence. It was a supreme treasure that 

was produced within the primal chaos! 

Similarly, Five Phase Mountain was rather apprehensive. A single mishap would produce a huge 

problem. Its mountain body would suffer damage, and its natural laws might be erased. 

Once an existence of this level was injured, it needed an immense amount of heavenly treasures to 

nourish and recover itself. It would become extremely troublesome. 

Hong! 

Five Phase Mountain had no choice but to take action. After the loud explosion between the little 

pagoda and itself, it quickly produced a hazy stream of energy. It appeared above the mountain body 

and directly suppressed over. 

This time, cracks appeared everywhere in the air. The natural laws surrounded this place, and it was as if 

heaven and earth were being reopened. If it didn’t do its best to control the surroundings, this world 

would have been in deep trouble! 

Dang! 

Five Phase Mountain descended, causing that creature to stagger and almost fall. His core, however, 

was not injured. He quickly steadied himself and stared out with a flickering gaze. 

Many people’s expressions changed. How powerful was this energy? To use physical power to confront 

Five Phase Mountain, it was even more terrifying than legends! If they didn’t see it for themselves, it 

would have been hard for them to believe that such a thing happened. 

The individual below separated his arms, and then formed a type of fist imprint. He fixed himself into 

the space around him and carried out protection. In that instant, it was as if the the power of this entire 

world was extinguished. 

“I’ll take a few more hits in your place!” The little pagoda spoke. The individual had just broken free and 

needed time to absorb foundational essence to recover his body. Right now, he was still in a rather weak 

state. 



Immediately, chaotic sword energy swept outwards. Five element dao radiance erupted, covering this 

place in a haze and turning it into an area of annihilation. 

Fortunately, their boundless divine might surrounded this place, not allowing the shockwaves to extend 

outwards. They were focused on this great battle and didn’t waste the slightest bit of energy. 

Shi Hao silently tried to gain experience as he watched this battle. This was a rare opportunity. He was 

able to personally feel the dao traces of many natural laws. Even if he couldn’t thoroughly comprehend 

it, he could still use it to guide himself onto a path. 

Around the body of the existence below, the five element chains continuously trembled. He pulled them 

until they were perfectly straight and about to break. At the same time, he began to devour heavenly 

essence from all directions again. 

Brilliant stars filled the clear sky, a rare scene regardless of era! Only the skies remained bright, casting 

down light from above. All else below the skies were dim, lacking any extraneous starlight to waste and 

all entering Immortal Mountain. 

Qin Clan’s people were shaking. It was almost within reach! They were in a world of darkness, and all of 

the light was seized away. Even though the withered figure at the center was small and weak, he 

appeared incredibly terrifying. All of this power converged straight towards him. n/.𝑂(-𝑽./𝖊/(𝗅--𝑩/.1-/n 

This figure was clearly skinny and shriveled, yet it gave others the feeling of a great mountain that was 

exerting a greater and greater pressure that made it hard to gaze upon. 

He was full of power. A pair of golden pupils turned into two golden suns, as if they were going to tear 

apart the heavens and gaze into the higher realms. They were full of war intent; this was definitely an 

unmatched expert. 

He was extremely quiet, not speaking a single word this entire time. He never released a roar as he tried 

to break free from this imprisonment. 

Ten clashes of power erupted. The little pagoda’s natural laws were like a sea, and his dao skills were 

fully displayed as he fought against Five Phase Mountain. The two had encountered each other endless 

years ago within the primal chaos, fully aware of how formidable the other party was. 

This battle left everyone absent-minded and dazzled. The symbols engraved into space were 

exceptionally beautiful, complex to the point where even supreme experts were left confused and dizzy. 

They couldn’t even comprehend them. 

“If you release this great disaster, there can’t be any good relations between us anymore. There will 

inevitably be a great war!” Five Phase Mountain transmitted sound, containing a dignified tone, a type 

of warning, as well as a type of helplessness. 

“If there’s a war, so be it! Those of the higher realms are too carefree, having the time to even come 

down here in search of opportunities. Today, I will give them something to do.” The little pagoda said in 

an extremely cold tone. 



These words frightened everyone. The ones he was talking about were actually the unrivalled giants in 

the higher realms, yet he dared to act like this, taking the initiative to release such a disaster into the 

higher realms! 

Shi Hao tightly clenched his fists. His intentions were quite similar to the little pagoda’s. They descended 

during the great calamity and oppressed this world, leaving everyone feeling grief and indignation. He 

felt that this should exactly be how things are done. Only by unleashing chaos in the higher realms could 

they be considered to be fighting back. 

The little pagoda didn’t back off. The battle between the two of them became more and more intense. 

They all began to use their true flames to unleash a battle at the highest level. When that time came, 

heaven and earth might truly be overturned. 

“It’s not too late to back off now. We can pretend as if nothing happened today.” Five Phase Mountain 

transmitted sound. 

“Wait a bit longer, and then I’ll leave.” The little pagoda replied. 

“Fine, if you want to fight, then let’s fight to the end!” Five Phase Mountain was cold. Dao light 

increased sharply, and the space around it erupted with obliterative force. It was actually reopening 

heaven and earth! 

“Who is scared of who?!” The little pagoda released a shout and moved up to face it head on. 

This was a great decisive battle. Five Phase Mountain released immortal natural dao laws and similarly 

looked for an opportunity to fly towards that existence. It dove down several times, and each time, it 

was as if the heavens were falling. 

This existence wouldn’t helplessly let himself get attacked. Freedom was right in front of his eyes. His 

golden pupils shone with incomparable brilliance. Without a word, he formed a precious imprint that 

slammed in opposition. 

Dang! 

Ear-splitting sounds could be heard. Even though his fist became dim and it was all skin and bones, it 

was incomparably firm. It could even stop a chaotic supreme treasure. 

The noise that was produced was like the divine sound of the great dao. This was a confrontation 

between chaotic magical artifacts. It seemed like a simple collision, but it contained the logic of heaven 

and earth and force of natural laws. 

“These types of methods…” Shi Hao’s heart was greatly moved. This individual had reached the pinnacle 

after all. Was this the peak of what the physical body can achieve? It could even resist a chaotic supreme 

treasure’s collision! 

However, he could also see that the individual’s arms were convulsing, continuously dispersing the 

momentum of the attack. The individual was under tremendous pressure and it wasn’t that easy for him 

to defend himself. 

Shi Hao seemed to have comprehended something. He extended his hands out and slowly tried to study 

it. This was a type of physical strength, one that eternally embodied the world within himself. 



At this moment, he saw a path from that creature’s body. His body had reached the pinnacle, and he 

reflected the great dao. 

“No, he didn’t purely accomplish the dao in his physical flesh. The natural laws of the outside world are 

also involved, just that it isn’t as obvious.” Shi Hao carefully observed. 

He couldn’t thoroughly comprehend the numerous great dao symbols, but he could see the general 

direction it was headed in. It could provide him with limitless enlightenment and was greatly beneficial 

for his future cultivation. 

“No false external help and completely self-reliant. Even if the dao is extinguished, the body would exist 

forever. Is this the pinnacle of physical strength?” Shi Hao said softly. 

In that instant, he was able to gain deep comprehension. Even though he didn’t grasp the concrete 

technique or divine ability, it was as if a path was opened up to him, one that was waiting for him to 

enter. 

Dang! 

This immortal existence’s body was astonishing, but it wasn’t purely the physical body that incorporated 

the dao. His magical force and dao path were world-shaking as well. He began to move heaven and 

earth foundational energy around, making it resonate with himself to resist Five Phase Mountain. 

Even though he was locked down by the divine chains, he was still extremely powerful and didn’t suffer 

greatly. He continuously struggled to break apart these five element divine chains that were known to 

never decay. 

At this moment, hua la la sounds rang out. The chains began to shake, and the great earth cracked apart. 

They seemed like they were going to leave the earth. 

Now that they had reached this crucial point, the little pagoda took action again. He rushed towards Five 

Phase Mountain and tried to provide this individual with the time to break free. 

Hong 

Heaven and earth opened and closed. Primal chaos was released. The ground began to collapse. The five 

element divine chains were connected to a dark red altar below. There were seemingly endless amounts 

of symbols carved on its surface, and they now emerged into the world. 

This individual exerted force, pulling the dark red altar above the ground. He bombarded it with attacks 

to destroy it. 

“Suppress and seal!” 

Five Phase Mountains released sound. It was incomparably great, and endless dao light rushed into the 

heavens as it suppressed downwards. 

This attack was incomparably terrifying. Inexhaustible amounts of dao symbols covered this place. They 

were extremely resplendent and carried absolutely frightening fluctuations. 



The little pagoda rushed up to face and confront it. Then, he backed off. Multicolored light flickered as it 

retreated into the sky. 

“Why didn’t you take action?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Why should I take action? I never planned on fighting a decisive battle anyway. What needs to be done 

has pretty much been done. Letting those two fight should be enough.” He said. 

Shi Hao was speechless. He was a good-for-nothing after all. Not long ago, he made a solemn vow to 

fight a battle, yet now, it wasn’t going to let itself suffer a loss. 

The little pagoda laughed coldly and said, “I am different from him. By helping him free himself, this can 

also be considered a great kindness. If I continue fighting in his place and waste my magical power, then 

I would be suffering too many losses.” 

Shi Hao curled his lips. He had truly felt that this fellow was going to fight a decisive battle, yet in the 

end, it was just going to watch the battle go on, not involving itself too greatly. 

“You should thank me. Otherwise, if it really would be like you said where all of the karma was placed on 

you, you would definitely die a cruel death, and there wouldn’t even be much we could do to delay that 

end,” said the little pagoda. 

“Now, we should just let this creature take everything on.” It added. 

The battle continued, only, the ones who were fighting changed. The little pagoda exited the battlefield 

and had a look of someone who didn’t want to brag about his accomplishments. 

Five Phase Mountain suppressed downwards. With a honglong sound, heaven and earth erupted with 

disorder. The aura was even more powerful than before as it suppressed towards that individual. 

At the same time, golden multicolored light filled the skies. The undying existence became different. 

Even though he was shrivelled up and withered-looking, endless divine radiance erupted from his back. 

Golden feathers rushed towards the heavens. 

Following a hong sound, the entire world seemed to be on the verge of collapse. 

Golden wings emerged from that creature's back. They seemed incomparably huge when compared to 

his physical body. They stretched into the heavens through the clouds endlessly, as if they could prop up 

the sky. 

This scene was utterly terrifying. His physical body didn’t change, but an enormous pair of golden wings 

was produced. They were even more vast than a mountain, and they directly scattered the clouds! 

Golden mist surged, and the wings released extremely powerful fluctuations to resist Five Phase 

Mountain. 

“Terrifying!” Shi Hao was greatly shaken. 

Everyone else had long fallen weak onto the ground without the ability to move. This came from deep 

within their soul. It wasn’t something they could control, and as such, they were all trembling in fear. 



“Let’s go. We should start moving too and leave those two to their great battle. Let’s open Immortal 

Mountain’s treasury and reap our spoils,” said the little pagoda. 

It added, saying, “The karma this time will be added to your body.” 

“We are saving my parents first!” Shi Hao said. He then added, “Add all of the karma onto me.” 

Chapter 700 - Magical Force Immunity 

The nine Ape Demons had powerful flesh. Right now, they all erupted with dark light. Their bodies 

became brilliant. The path they walked was one of body refinement, and all of them had terrifying 

auras. 

Sou! 

In that instant, they all threw themselves over. Their body techniques were shocking as they slaughtered 

towards Shi Hao. 

Immediately after, Shi Hao moved, collecting Yun Xi into a sparkling bone cauldron, eliminating his 

worries. Then, he erupted with power to face these opponents. 

Peng! 

A violent collision erupted. His fist and an Ape Demon’s palm collided. Energy overflowed into the 

heavens, shaking this entire ancient battlefield. 

This was a Divine Flame Realm Ape Demon that specially cultivated body techniques. Its flesh was 

powerful beyond imagination! 

However, Shi Hao took this strike, moreover not being disadvantaged after doing so. His hair flew about, 

and his eyes shone with radiance. The blood energy in his body surged. 

“How powerful! The Ape Demon roared, feeling that this was inconceivable. 

Immediately after, demonic energy overflowed into the heavens. The other eight Ape Demons arrived as 

well, doing everything they could to suppress and kill him. This was a bloody battle. 

When someone as powerful as Shi Hao entered this type of dangerous situation, even though it wasn’t 

one of magical force, it was still a great life and death battle. 

His flesh really was terrifying, reaching the pinnacle. In terms of constitution alone, even if it was a 

Divine Flame Realm expert, he would be without fear. However, these nine Ape Demons were too 

unordinary. They already reached the peak of flesh cultivation themselves. 

The nine creatures’ bodies were terrifying, and they were also Ape Demons at the Divine Flame Realm. 

For others, this was definitely a nightmare that was impossible to win against. 

Shi Hao was also in danger. 

After just a single strike, he was blasted until his blood energy surged. It was because the nine Ape 

Demons took actions at the same time. No matter how fast he was, it was still impossible to defend 

against all of them, so he suffered a blow! 



This was different from a collision of magical force where symbols could fill the sky and defend against 

many, many attacks. This was a struggle of physical prowess. 

The fact that he could block this with his lower cultivation realm was already a miracle! 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao’s speed was too fast. His Earth withdrawal divine ability was displayed. Even though the symbols 

were useless on the other party’s body and would be resisted, he could still increase his own speed. 

In this struggle of life and death, he didn’t hold anything back. His entire body surged with blood energy 

as he erupted with murderous intent. 

Honglong! 

After over a hundred exchanges, Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with radiance. A fist smashed outwards, fast to 

the extreme as it chased after an old Ape Demon to blast it apart. 

In the confrontation with the Golden Crow, Firecloud Sparrow and other vicious birds, this old Ape 

Demon suffered the most injuries and had its fighting ability decreased greatly as a result. He now 

became Shi Hao’s target. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao suffered a palm, two fists, and three claws from the Ape Demons. Blood splashed high up from 

his body, but he continued to press forward like before, slaughtering over to the old Ape Demon. 

His fist shone, becoming sparkling and translucent. It carried a faint golden color, its power increased to 

the limit as it smashed outwards. 

Kacha! 

When the old ape took the hit, his arm bone snapped. It was blasted flying by that fist. 

Shi Hao jumped up and rushed over. His bones and muscles relaxed. Like a sharp sword, his right arm 

hacked down, and then with a pu sound, the old ape’s head was removed. A string of black colored 

blood splashed high into the air. 

Ao... 

The other eight Ape Demons cried out loudly. They began to attack him fiercely, becoming even more 

terrifying than before. 

“Kill!” 

A hundred and fifty attacks after, Shi Hao released a grunt. His fist passed through the chest of another 

Ape Demon, drawing forth large amounts of blood and killing him on the spot. Meanwhile, he himself 

suffered two claws, creating a blurry expanse of flesh that was dripping with blood. 

On the three hundredth’s exchange, Shi Hao’s leg lashed out like a whip, smashing into an Ape Demon’s 

head. It was smashed apart like a watermelon as it exploded into pieces. 



This was a vicious battle. Shi Hao’s entire body was covered in blood. Every time he killed a powerful 

enemy, he himself would also be seriously injured. 

Comparatively speaking, the Ape Demon he first encountered after entering the ancient battlefield was 

definitely the weakest one. The other eight were clearly more powerful. 

Of course, that one had already been killed in the great battle just now. 

Eventually, Shi Hao’s entire body was covered in blood. Even though he suffered serious injuries, he still 

didn’t fall down. This made the other Ape Demons shiver in alarm. 

--- 

It was unknown just how much time passed. Yun Xi felt her body tremble, and then she emerged from 

the sparkling bone cauldron, released outwards. 

When she saw the scene, she was shocked. There were six Ape Demon corpses on the ground, and black 

blood was flowing everywhere. They were killed right here by someone. The other three’s whereabouts 

were unknown. 

Not far out, a youth was lying there, his entire body covered in blood and heavy injuries. 

“What happened to you?” She quickly rushed over to lift Shi Hao up. This result left her shocked. Was 

this all done by him alone?” 

“I’m fine, just need some rest.” Shi Hao was physically and mentally drained. He never thought that he 

would encounter such powerful Ape Devils in the ancient battlefield. It really was beyond his 

expectations. 

In terms of purely physical bodies, the nine Ape Demons were definitely rare and could be considered 

formidable opponents. 

“You killed six Ape Demons alone?” Yun Xi was utterly shocked. If news of this got out, it would 

definitely stir up a huge commotion. Someone at the Supreme Expert Realm killed six divine level Ape 

Demons that reached the extreme of body refinement, this was like something out of a fantasy, a 

legend! 

“Barely killed them, what a pity that three got a way. I’m not strong enough.” After Shi Hao was 

supported up, he shook his head. 

“This… is too shocking! Even if it was an exceptional talent here, they wouldn’t have this type of 

accomplishments and would most likely fall!” Yun Xi didn’t know what to say. This was just too 

powerful! 

Her eyelashes trembled lightly, and her large eyes were full of a look of disbelief. Her white face was full 

of shock. This accomplishment was too incredible. 

“I am also someone that walks the path of body refinement, so I naturally have some methods too. Even 

though they are powerful, it still isn’t enough to deal with me.” Shi Hao said in a rather carefree manner. 



He didn’t dare waste time. He quickly sat down, and then his body shone. He began to treat his injuries. 

Holy symbols immediately covered his body, surrounding him. 

Four hours later, Shi Hao opened his eyes. His blood energy was surging greatly. Even though he 

couldn’t immediately recover from his injuries, his strength had about recovered. 

Yun Xi used this time to treat herself as well. She ingested a precious pill, which improved her condition 

quite a bit. 

“Let’s go. We need to hurry and search the Ape Demon’s nest while they are scared away to see if we 

can get anything good.” Shi Hao was quite excited for this. 

The ancient battlefield was extremely large with mists coiling about it. They sat down in front of a stone 

cliff. This was the nest of an Ape Devil, and there were several caves on the cliff. 

Meanwhile, below the cliff were a few blood-colored medicinal herbs that were like red coral. They 

were sparkling and brilliant. A rich fragrance wafted out from them. 

“Blood soul grass!” Yun Xi cried out in surprised. They unexpectedly discovered several dozen stalks. This 

type of precious grass was extremely precious, able to increase one’s soul force. It was a specialty of 

these Blood Plains. 

“How are these medicinal herbs used?” Shi Hao asked. He came here to search for the secrets of the 

Ape Demon’s magical force. 

“It needs to be refined together with many other spiritual medicines to draw out its essence. After it is 

taken, it can nurture the soul,” Yun Xi said. 

Shi Hao nodded. He leapt into the air, entering a cave on the cliff. He then carefully searched about. 

Even though there were a few strange things, it wasn’t what he needed. 

“Do you know why the Ape Devil is immune to magical force?” Shi Hao asked. This was what he cared 

about the most. 

“It is related to the fact that they always eat Blood soul grass and golden bodhi fruit.” Yun Xi spoke 

about everything she knew. 

“Just that grass?” Shi Hao’s eyes shone. He walked to the bottom the stone cliff and carefully looked 

around. 

There were over fifty stalks total. Every single one was a foot tall and sparkling with scarlet multicolored 

light, as if they were carved out of precious stones. 

Yun Xi explained a step further, saying, “This type of thing, for other races, doesn’t have as tremendous 

of a result. It is because the Ape Demon directly devours it, while we can only refine it with other 

medicinal herbs to absorb a bit of its essence. Eighty percent of the medicinal characteristics are not 

suitable to other races.” 

“There is this type of thing…” Shi Hao was astonished. 



The Ape Demon’s constitution was special, able to directly ingest the blood soul grass, but this wasn’t 

the case for other races. They couldn’t absorb the medicinal characteristics. They could only absorb a 

portion of the useful essence.” 

Yun Xi said, “The so called useless parts are the other eighty percent of the medicinal characteristics. For 

us, it is fatal, but for the Ape Demons, it is instead greatly beneficial.” 

The higher realms were too large, and there were many races throughout the three thousand provinces. 

There were going to be a few races that were strange or special, and it was precisely because of this that 

there were so many unique and varied races. 

Apart from creatures like the Ape Demons that were born in a place of death, there were only a few 

other races that had immunity against magical force. 

“This restriction of constitution, can humans not eat it? I don't believe it. I’m going to give it a try.” Shi 

Hao said to himself. For the sake of increasing his strength, he even devoured several jin of the true 

supreme water that was known to not be directly ingestible. 

“You cannot act randomly. There were others that tried to obtain the Ape Demons’ magical force 

immunity, so they directly devoured the Blood soul grass, but they all ended up dying, their bodies 

splitting apart!” Yun Xi warned. 

“It’s fine, I’m just going to give it a try.” Shi Hao didn’t believe such a thing. 

Yun Xi became anxious. “You cannot! There were many geniuses, who like you, weren’t willing to accept 

this, wishing to obtain this type of ability. However, they all died after forcefully testing things. Not a 

single person has ever succeeded!” 

“Those people all died?” Shi Hao’s expression became grave. 

“They are pretty much all dead, and there were even a few exceptional talents among them. After 

devouring several hundred stalks, they all unfortunately died.” Yun Xi was incredibly serious as she 

warned. 

“Then that’s fine,” Shi Hao laughed and said. There were just several dozen here, and it was still far 

being comparable to that of the rumors. He didn’t have much to worry about. 

This grass’ fragrance was rich, and the plants themselves were intoxicatingly red. Shi Hao sat there with 

his legs crossed. He directly picked one and brought it to his mouth, devouring it with just a few bites. 

“You cannot do this!” Yun Xi became anxious, wishing to stop him. This youth was just too stubborn. 

“I need power urgently. If I can obtain this type of ability, it will be extremely beneficial for me.” Shi Hao 

said. Then, he laughed and said, “The taste isn’t that bad, sweet and sour. A type of spiritual berry 

taste.” 

When Yun Xi heard this, she almost collapsed. He ate it just like that, and was even pondering its taste. 

He really was just too crazy. 



Soon after, a red light shone from Shi Hao’s body. It swirled about the surface of his body, as if it was 

going to set him aflame. When he carefully observed his body, he noticed that a strange type of secret 

force was swirling about. 

Then, he ate the second stalk, third stalk… 

“Hurry and stop! Even if it was just those exceptional talents, even though they ate over a hundred 

stalks, it was split between many days. You are eating them too quickly!” Yun Xi felt like her heart was 

going to jump out from her chest. 

She found this rather incomprehensible. This youth was just too daring. This was equivalent to suicide. 

Shi Hao ate twenty stalks in one go, and sure enough, he felt a strange feeling. A strange secret force 

took form on the outside of his body, and it felt as if it was going to tear him apart. 

In addition, this secret force permeated into his flesh and bones, making him feel like he was going to 

explode. 

“Confine!” 

Shi Hao sat down. He opened up his only heavenly passage, surrounding himself and sealing his own 

body, preventing his flesh from breaking apart. He began to devour even more of the Blood soul grass. 

“Heavens, what are you doing? You cannot eat this many!” Yun Xi became nervous. After all, this was 

her benefactor that saved her life, so how could she just watch him throw his life away? 

“Don’t worry, I feel like it is effective.” Shi Hao said to himself. He devoured a dozen more stalks in one 

go. 

“You…” Yun Xi was stunned. She wanted to go over and stop him, but as soon as she made contact with 

that single heavenly passage, she was immediately restricted, finding it difficult to go through. 

What was this? Could it be a heavenly passage? 

She was inwardly shaken. She observed it from a close range, and then she touched a few times. She 

really began to suspect that this was a heavenly passage! 

Only, why was it so special? 

This simply looked like an enormous heavenly passage formed after all of the other heavenly passages 

were blasted apart and recombined! Its aura was terrifying, and the divine might it displayed was 

shocking. 

Yun Xi thought of Shi Hao in the lower realm. She remembered that his heavenly passage was special 

and especially large. In addition, those ten heavenly passages could link up together to form a divine 

ring. 

Meanwhile, this person in front of her was even more special, actually cultivating a terrifying and 

mysterious single heavenly passage. It was a bit unreal. 

She wanted to give it a try to see if it was real. She used various methods, different secret treasures, and 

even opened her own heavenly passages to give it a try. In the end, she was shaken. 



“This really is… as heavenly passage?!” 

Whenever she entered the heavenly passage’s range, she would be restricted and imprisoned. Her real 

appearance was even exposed, producing her true appearance. 

In that instant, gentle and supple purple hair shone as it scattered downwards. Yun Xi revealed her 

exceptional immortal appearance. Her forehead was sparkling white, and her eyelashes trembled 

slightly. Her large eyes were full of spirituality, as if she was an unmatched beauty that had walked out 

from a painting. 

Yun Xi immediately rushed over and said, “Hurry up and stop eating the Blood soul grass.” She grabbed 

Shi Hao’s shoulder and forcefully shook him, truly fearing that he would suddenly die. 

The sparkling hair was full of luster as it scattered down onto Shi Hao’s body. A wave of fragrance 

wafted through the air. 

Shi Hao looked at the girl with spotlessly white sparkling skin that was almost within reach. He thought 

back to his experiences in the Hundred Shattering Mountains. Back then, the two of them wrestled 

about on the ground, and he even bit the other party’s ear. 

He raised his hand, hinting that he was fine. His palm slid past the beautiful purple hair, inadvertently 

touching the other party’s sparkling earlobe. 

“You!” Yun Xi was startled. She quickly backed up and stared at Shi Hao. When her beautiful and 

sensitive earlobe was touched, she was immediately shaken. She immediately thought of too many 

things in the past. 

 


